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(54) METHOD FOR SENDING END MARKER

(57) Embodiments of this application provide an end
marker sending method that is used by a user plane gate-
way to determine, based on trigger information, when to
send an end marker, so as to sort, based on the end
marker, one or more downlink data packets received on
a target user plane path. The method includes: receiving,
by a user plane gateway UP GW, trigger information and
an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equip-
ment UE that are sent by a control plane CP node, where
the UP GW is located on the source user plane path; and
sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an access
network AN node on the source user plane path based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user
plane path. The embodiments of this application further
provide a control plane CP node, a user plane gateway
UP GW, an access gateway, and an access network AN
node.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the communications field, and in particular, to an end marker sending method, a
control plane node, a user plane gateway, an access gateway, and an access network node.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a conventional evolved packet system (Evolved Packet System, EPS), a user plane path of user equipment
(User Equipment, UE) is reselected in a handover process. For example, the UE is handed over from a source base
station to a target base station. In this case, a user plane gateway (serving gateway/packet data network gateway) of
the UE remains unchanged, that is, a user plane gateway on a source user plane path is the same as a user plane
gateway on a target user plane path. To assist the target base station of the UE in sorting downlink data, after handover
is completed, the user plane gateway immediately sends an end marker (end marker) on the source user plane path to
indicate that sending of downlink data on the source user plane path ends, and then sends, to the UE through the target
user plane path, downlink data sent by a data network.
[0003] In a 5G mobile network, to obtain a user plane path (data path) with a low latency and high bandwidth, a core
network control plane may select an edge gateway for a local data flow of the UE through path reselection, to route the
local data flow to the UE, that is, the user plane gateway changes. For example, before the path reselection, the local
data flow can reach the UE by using the Internet. After the path reselection, the local data flow may directly reach the
UE by using the edge gateway, thereby avoiding an Internet latency and reducing a transmission latency of the local
data flow. The local data flow is a data packet sent by a local network. Specifically, a path reselection process of the UE
may include two scenarios shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. As shown in FIG. 1, the UE is handed over from a source access
network (Access Network, AN) node to a target AN node, and the UE is handed over from a user plane gateway (User
Plane Gateway, UP GW) to an edge gateway. As shown in FIG. 2, a control plane node selects a more effective data
path for the local data flow of the UE without changing an AN node of the UE, and changes only a user plane gateway
in a core network to make the UE closer to the local network.
[0004] However, a downlink data sorting problem still exists in the scenarios shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. It is roughly
estimated that there is 50 Mb residual data on the Internet in the scenario shown in FIG. 1, and there is 15 Mb residual
data on the Internet (a parameter data amount in the EPS system is 5 Mb) in the scenario shown in FIG. 2. This has a
great impact on mobile edge computing (Mobile Edge Computing, MEC) services having session and service continuity,
such as the Internet of vehicles, an augmented reality (Augmented Reality, AR) technology, and a mobile game. However,
because a gateway of the UE changes, a source user plane gateway does not know when sending of the residual data
on the Internet ends, and therefore cannot determine when to send an end marker to indicate that sending of the local
data flow (and a residual data flow on the Internet) on the source user plane path ends. For example, if the end marker
is sent before sending of the residual data on the Internet is completed, this part of residual data is lost, making it difficult
for the UE to sort downlink data on the target user plane path.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of this application provide an end marker sending method that is used by a user plane gateway
to determine, based on trigger information, when to send an end marker, so as to sort, based on the end marker, one
or more downlink data packets received on a target user plane path.
[0006] A first aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an end marker sending method. The method may
be applied to a user plane path handover process of UE, and the method may include the following: A control plane CP
node selects an edge gateway based on a path handover request, a handover notification, or the like. The control plane
CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway. The control plane CP node receives a session update
response fed back by the edge gateway. The session update response includes an identifier ID of a source user plane
path of the user equipment UE or an ID of a target user plane path of the UE, the source user plane path includes a
user plane gateway UP GW, and the target user plane path includes the edge gateway. The CP node sends trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on the session update response. The trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path are used by the UP GW to send an end marker to an access network
AN node on the source user plane path. When an AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the
target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, the UP GW, and an access gateway
access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, the edge gateway edge GW, and an
access GW. Alternatively, when an AN node on the source user plane path is different from that on the target user plane
path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 1, the UP GW, and an access GW, and the target
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user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 2, the edge GW, and an access GW.
[0007] In this embodiment of this application, the CP node may send the trigger information and the ID of the source
user plane path to the UP GW based on the session update response. In this way, the UP GW may determine, based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path, when to send the end marker, so as to reduce a
probability that a downlink data packet on the source user plane path is lost due to user plane path handover for the
UE, thereby effectively assisting the AN or a target AN in sorting one or more downlink data packets received on the
target user plane path.
[0008] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information may include at least one of a first
traffic flow template and a timer parameter.
[0009] In this embodiment of this application, the trigger information is further described, and several optional imple-
mentations are provided. The trigger information may include the first traffic flow template, or the first traffic flow template
and the timer parameter, or the timer parameter, or another indication identifier. The first traffic flow template is used to
identify an end data packet.
[0010] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the method may further include the following: The CP
node may select an edge gateway based on a path handover request, an application request, or a user plane report,
and the CP node further needs to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node. The flow handover indication
message includes the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct
the AN node to determine, when the end marker is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received by
the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE. The embodiments of this application may
be applied to a case in which the AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the target user plane
path, a first bearer is between the AN node and the UE on the source user plane path, and a second bearer is between
the AN node and the UE on the target user plane path.
[0011] It should be understood that the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node may include a
local data flow or an Internet data flow. The local data flow is a data packet sent by a local network through the Internet,
and the Internet data flow is a data packet sent by the Internet. This embodiment of this application is specific to path
handover for the local data flow, but the AN node cannot identify the local data flow. Consequently, if the local data flow
on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, when the AN node sorts the received one or more downlink
data packets on the target user plane path based on the end marker, the local data flow on the source user plane path
is lost. Therefore, when the AN node receives the flow handover indication message, the AN node may send, on the
first bearer between the AN node and the UE, the one or more downlink data packets (the local data flow and/or the
Internet data flow) received by the AN node on the source user plane path. If all the one or more downlink data packets
are successfully sent to the UE, it is ensured that the local data flow on the source user plane path is not lost. Then the
AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0012] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, because the AN node cannot identify a local data flow,
when a path handover resource is prepared, an offloading node may be selected from a core network, and the offloading
node identifies the local data flow. Herein, the offloading node is described by using the UP GW as an example. The
method may further include the following: The CP node sends a first flow handover indication message to the AN node.
The first flow handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path, and the first flow handover
indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node
on the source user plane path to the UP GW. Because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow, the CP node
sends the first flow handover indication message to the AN node, so that the AN node may forward the one or more
downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UP GW for identification. The CP node further
sends a second flow handover indication message to the UP GW. The second flow handover indication message includes
the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow template, and the second flow handover indication message
is used to instruct the UP GW to identify, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
path, a data packet sent by a local network from the one or more downlink data packets received by the UP GW on the
source user plane path, and send the identified data packet to the edge gateway. The edge gateway is located on the
target user plane path. The embodiments of this application may be applied to a case in which the AN node on the
source user plane path is the same as that on the target user plane path, a first bearer is between the AN node and the
UE on the source user plane path, and a second bearer is between the AN node and the UE on the target user plane path.
[0013] In this embodiment of this application, because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow from the one
or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path, the AN node selects the offloading node UP
GW for identification. The CP node sends the first flow handover indication message to the AN node, so that the AN
node forwards the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UP GW for identi-
fication. However, the UP GW has no traffic flow template for identifying the local data flow. Therefore, the CP node
sends the second flow handover indication message to the UP GW. The second flow handover indication message
includes the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path. After identifying the local data flow,
the AN node forwards the local data flow to the edge gateway, and the edge gateway forwards the local data flow back
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to the AN node. In this way, the AN node may send the local data flow to the UE on the second bearer. It should be
noted that the AN node further receives an end marker on the source user plane path. When receiving the end marker,
the AN node stops forwarding a downlink data packet received on the source user plane path to the UP GW, and then
forwards the end marker to the UP GW. The UP GW forwards the end marker to the edge gateway, and the edge gateway
forwards the end marker back to the AN node. In this case, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker, the one
or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0014] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow,
the solution provided herein enables the AN to identify the local data flow. The method may further include the following:
The CP node sends a flow handover indication message to the AN node. The flow handover indication message includes
a second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover indication message is
used to instruct the AN node to identify, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
path, a data packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the
source user plane path, and send the identified data packet to the UE by using a target DRB. The target DRB is a
transmission path between the UE and the AN node on the target user plane path. The embodiments of this application
may be applied to a case in which the AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the target user
plane path, a first bearer is between the AN node and the UE on the source user plane path, and a second bearer is
between the AN node and the UE on the target user plane path. In this case, the target DRB is the second bearer herein.
[0015] In this embodiment of this application, the CP node may send the flow handover indication message to the AN
node, and the flow handover indication message includes the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user
plane path. In this case, the AN node may identify, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source
user plane path, the local data flow from the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path,
and then send the identified local data flow to the UE by using the second bearer between the UE and the AN. This
embodiment of this application is simple and convenient and is easy to implement. A latency of forwarding the local data
flow to the offloading node for identification is reduced. The AN node directly identifies and sends the local data flow to
the UE, and therefore the AN node may effectively sort, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path.
[0016] A second aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an end marker sending method. The method
may include: receiving, by a user plane gateway UP GW, trigger information and an identifier ID of a source user plane
path of user equipment UE that are sent by a control plane CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user
plane path; and sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path
based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path. When an AN node on the source user plane
path is the same as that on a target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, the
UP GW, and an access gateway access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, an edge
gateway edge GW, and an access GW. Alternatively, when an AN node on the source user plane path is different from
that on a target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 1, the UP GW, and an
access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 2, an edge GW, and an access GW.
[0017] In this embodiment of this application, the UP GW receives the trigger information and the ID of the source
user plane path that are sent by the CP node. When some conditions at the UP GW meet a requirement of the trigger
information, the UP GW may send the end marker to the AN node. The UP GW may determine, based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path, when to send the end marker to the AN node, and the end marker
may indicate that transmission of a local data flow transmitted on the source user plane path is completed. Therefore,
a probability that a downlink data packet on the source user plane path is lost after a user plane path of the UE is handed
over is reduced.
[0018] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes at least one of a first traffic
flow template and a timer parameter.
[0019] In this embodiment of this application, the trigger information is further described, and several optional imple-
mentations are provided. The trigger information may include the first traffic flow template, or the first traffic flow template
and the timer parameter, or the timer parameter, or another indication identifier. The first traffic flow template is used to
identify an end data packet.
[0020] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the first traffic flow template,
and the sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path may include: when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet
for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template,
sending, by the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the source
user plane path. The first traffic flow template includes at least one piece of IP 5-tuple information and is used to obtain
an end data packet through filtering.
[0021] In this embodiment of this application, an implementation solution to sending the end marker by the UP GW is
provided. The UP GW receives, on the source user plane path, a downlink data packet transmitted to the UE. When the
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trigger information is the first traffic flow template, the UP GW may determine IP 5-tuple information of the received
downlink data packet. When the IP 5-tuple information of the received downlink data packet is the same as any IP 5-
tuple information in the first traffic flow template, it indicates that the received downlink data packet is an end data packet.
In this case, the UP GW may send the end marker to the AN node, to indicate that local data flow transmission on the
source user plane path is completed.
[0022] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the timer parameter, and
the sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger information
and the ID of the source user plane path may include: setting, by the UP GW, a timer based on the timer parameter;
starting, by the UP GW, the timer when the UP GW receives the timer parameter; and when the timer expires, sending,
by the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the source user plane
path. It should be understood that the timer parameter is usually an empirical value.
[0023] In this embodiment of this application, another implementation solution to sending the end marker by the UP
GW is provided. After receiving the timer parameter, the UP GW may set the timer based on the timer parameter. The
UP GW resets the timer after the UP GW receives a downlink data packet in a time set for the timer, to indicate that
data is still transmitted on the source user plane path. The UP GW cannot send the end marker to the AN node until
receiving no downlink data packet and the timer expires, to indicate that transmission of a data packet transmitted on
the source user plane path is completed.
[0024] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the first traffic flow template
and the timer parameter, and the sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path
based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path may include: starting, by the UP GW, a timer
when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP
5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, where the timer is set based on the timer parameter; restarting, by
the UP GW, the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not expire, where IP 5-tuple
information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template; or restarting,
by the UP GW, the timer if the UP GW receives another downlink data packet; and when the timer expires, sending, by
the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source user plane path. The first traffic flow template
includes at least one piece of IP 5-tuple information and is used to obtain an end data packet through filtering.
[0025] In this embodiment of this application, another implementation solution to sending the end marker by the UP
GW is provided. Herein, determining conditions for sending the end marker by the UP GW include the first traffic flow
template and the timer parameter. The timer may be set based on the timer parameter. The access gateway sends a
plurality of end data packets in this embodiment to ensure data transmission reliability. When the UP GW receives a
first end data packet, the UP GW needs to start the timer. Then the UP GW needs to restart the timer if the UP GW
receives another technical data packet or downlink data packet in a time in which the timer does not expire, to indicate
that a downlink data packet is still transmitted on the source user plane path. When the timer expires, it indicates that
downlink data packet transmission on the source user plane path is completed, and the UP GW may send the end
marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source user plane path.
[0026] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, because the AN node cannot identify a local data flow,
when a path handover resource is prepared, an offloading node may be selected from a core network, and the offloading
node identifies the local data flow. Herein, the offloading node is described by using the UP GW as an example. The
method may further include: receiving, by the UP GW, a flow handover indication message sent by the CP node, where
the flow handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow template;
identifying, by the UP GW based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, a data
packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN node that are received on the
source user plane path; and sending, by the UP GW, the identified data packet to an edge gateway, where the edge
gateway is located on the target user plane path of the UE. The embodiments of this application may be applied to a
case in which the AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the target user plane path, a first bearer
is between the AN node and the UE on the source user plane path, and a second bearer is between the AN node and
the UE on the target user plane path.
[0027] In this embodiment of this application, because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow from the one
or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path, the offloading node UP GW is selected for
identification. The CP node sends a second flow handover indication message to the UP GW, and the second flow
handover indication message includes the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path. After
identifying the local data flow, the AN node forwards the local data flow to the edge gateway, and the edge gateway
forwards the local data flow back to the AN node. In this way, the AN node may send the local data flow to the UE on
the second bearer. It should be noted that the AN node further receives an end marker on the source user plane path.
When receiving the end marker, the AN node stops forwarding a downlink data packet received on the source user
plane path to the UP GW, and then forwards the end marker to the UP GW. The UP GW forwards the end marker to
the edge gateway, and the edge gateway forwards the end marker back to the AN node. In this case, the AN node may
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sort, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0028] A third aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an end marker sending method. The method
may be applied to a user plane path handover process of UE, and the method may include: receiving, by an access
gateway access GW, a path handover notification, where the path handover notification includes a traffic flow template,
and the path handover notification herein may further indicate that the access GW needs to send a downlink data packet
to an edge gateway next; and sending, by the access GW, an end data packet to a UP GW based on the traffic flow
template. The traffic flow template includes at least one piece of IP 5-tuple information. When an AN node on a source
user plane path is the same as that on a target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE,
the AN, the UP GW, and the access gateway access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the
AN, the edge gateway edge GW, and an access GW. Alternatively, when an AN node on the source user plane path is
different from that on the target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 1, the UP
GW, and the access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, an AN 2, the edge GW, and an
access GW.
[0029] In this embodiment of this application, the path handover notification received by the access gateway includes
the traffic flow template, and the traffic flow template includes at least one piece of IP 5-tuple information. In this case,
the access GW may determine, based on the traffic flow template, IP 5-tuple information of an end data packet that
needs to be sent. The end data packet is used to indicate a last data packet sent on the source user plane path after a
user plane path of the UE is handed over. The UP GW may send an end marker based on the end data packet.
[0030] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the receiving, by an access GW, a path handover notification
may include: receiving, by the access GW, the path handover notification sent by an edge gateway or a local management
unit. In this embodiment of this application, the path handover notification may be sent by the edge gateway, or may be
sent by the local management unit. Several optional implementations are provided to improve feasibility of the solution.
[0031] A fourth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an end marker sending method. The method
may be applied to a case in which an AN node on a source user plane path is the same as that on a target user plane
path, a first bearer is between the AN node and UE on the source user plane path, and a second bearer is between the
AN node and the UE on the target user plane path. The method may include: receiving, by an access network AN node,
a flow handover indication message sent by a control plane CP node, where the flow handover indication message
includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE, and the flow handover indication message
is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when an end marker on the source user plane path is received, whether
one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the
UE; and it should be noted that the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user
plane path include a data packet sent by the Internet and a data packet sent by a local network; when the AN node
receives the end marker on the source user plane path, determining, by the AN node, whether the one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE; and if the one or
more downlink data packets for the UE that are received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE, sorting, by the AN node based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received by the
AN node on a target user plane path of the UE.
[0032] This embodiment of this application is specific to path handover for a local data flow, but the AN node cannot
identify the local data flow. Consequently, if the local data flow on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE,
when the AN node sorts the received one or more downlink data packets on the target user plane path based on the
end marker, the local data flow on the source user plane path is lost. Therefore, when the AN node receives the flow
handover indication message, the AN node may send, on the first bearer between the AN node and the UE, the one or
more downlink data packets (the local data flow and/or the Internet data flow) received by the AN node on the source
user plane path. If all the one or more downlink data packets are successfully sent to the UE, it is ensured that the local
data flow on the source user plane path is not lost. Then the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more
downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0033] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the method may further include: if at least one data packet
in the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the
UE, sending, by the AN node, the at least one data packet to the UE.
[0034] In this embodiment of this application, when the AN node receives the end marker, if at least one data packet
in the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, the AN node
needs to successfully send, to the UE, the data packet that fails to be sent to the UE, thereby effectively preventing the
one or more downlink data packets sent to the UE on the source user plane path from being lost due to user plane path
handover.
[0035] A fifth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an end marker sending method, and the method
may include: receiving, by an access network AN node, a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP
node, where the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment
UE; and sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
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received by the AN node on the source user plane path, where the source user plane path includes a user plane gateway
UP GW. The embodiments of this application may be applied to a case in which an AN node on the source user plane
path is the same as that on the target user plane path, a first bearer is between the AN node and the UE on the source
user plane path, and a second bearer is between the AN node and the UE on the target user plane path.
[0036] In this embodiment of this application, the AN node receives the flow handover indication message sent by the
CP node. The AN node may send, based on the flow handover indication message, the one or more downlink data
packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path. For example, the AN node may send the one or more
downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UE, or the AN node may send the one or more
downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UP GW. The AN node may process, based on the
flow handover indication message, the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path.
[0037] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, because the AN node cannot identify a local data flow,
when a path handover resource is prepared, an offloading node may be selected from a core network, and the offloading
node identifies the local data flow. Herein, the offloading node is described by using the UP GW as an example. The
flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node to send the one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW. The sending, by the AN node based on the flow
handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane
path may include: sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, the one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0038] In this embodiment of this application, because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow from the one
or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path, the offloading node UP GW is selected for
identification. The CP node sends the flow handover indication message to the AN node, so that the AN node forwards
the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UP GW for identification. The UP
GW may forward the identified local data flow to an edge gateway, and then the edge gateway forwards the identified
local data flow back to the AN node. In this way, the AN node may send the local data flow to the UE on the second
bearer. It should be noted that the AN node further receives an end marker on the source user plane path. When receiving
the end marker, the AN node stops forwarding a downlink data packet received on the source user plane path to the
UP GW, and then forwards the end marker to the UP GW. The UP GW forwards the end marker to the edge gateway,
and the edge gateway forwards the end marker back to the AN node. In this case, the AN node may sort, based on the
end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0039] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow,
the solution provided herein enables the AN to identify the local data flow. The flow handover indication message further
includes a traffic flow template, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to
the UE based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet
that is sent by a local network and that is received by the AN node on the source user plane path. The target DRB is a
transmission path between the UE and the AN node on the target user plane path of the UE. The sending, by the AN
node based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on
the source user plane path of the UE may include: identifying, by the AN node based on the traffic flow template, the
data packet sent by the local network; and sending, by the AN node, the identified data packet to the UE based on the
flow handover indication message and the ID of the source user plane path by using the target DRB.
[0040] In this embodiment of this application, the AN node receives the flow handover indication message sent by the
CP node, and the flow handover indication message includes the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user
plane path. In this case, the AN node may identify, based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
path, the local data flow from the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path, and then
send the identified local data flow to the UE by using the second bearer between the UE and the AN. This embodiment
of this application is simple and convenient and is easy to implement. A latency of forwarding the local data flow to the
offloading node for identification is reduced. The AN node directly identifies and sends the local data flow to the UE, and
therefore the AN node may effectively sort, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received
on the target user plane path.
[0041] A sixth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a control plane CP node, and the CP node has
a function of determining, based on trigger information and a source user plane path, to send an end marker provided
in the first aspect. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing
corresponding software. The hardware or software includes one or more modules corresponding to the function.
[0042] A seventh aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a user plane gateway UP GW, and the UP
GW has a function of determining, based on trigger information and a source user plane path, to send an end marker
provided in the second aspect. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware
by executing corresponding software. The hardware or software includes one or more modules corresponding to the
function.
[0043] An eighth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access gateway access GW, and the
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access GW has a function of determining, based on trigger information and a source user plane path, to send an end
marker provided in the third aspect. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware
by executing corresponding software. The hardware or software includes one or more modules corresponding to the
function.
[0044] A ninth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access network AN node, and the AN node
has a function of determining, based on trigger information and a source user plane path, to send an end marker provided
in the fourth aspect. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing
corresponding software. The hardware or software includes one or more modules corresponding to the function.
[0045] A tenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access network AN node, and the AN node
has a function of determining, based on trigger information and a source user plane path, to send an end marker provided
in the fifth aspect. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing
corresponding software. The hardware or software includes one or more modules corresponding to the function.
[0046] An eleventh aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a control plane node, and the control plane
node may include:

a transceiver, a memory, and a bus, where the transceiver and the memory are connected by using the bus;
the memory is configured to store an operation instruction; and
the transceiver is configured to: receive a session update response, where the session update response includes
an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE or an ID of a target user plane path of the UE,
and the source user plane path includes a user plane gateway UP GW; and send trigger information and the ID of
the source user plane path to the UP GW based on the session update response, where the trigger information is
used by the UP GW to send an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path.

[0047] A twelfth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a user plane gateway, and the user plane
gateway may include:

a transceiver, a memory, and a bus, where the transceiver and the memory are connected by using the bus;
the memory is configured to store an operation instruction; and
the transceiver is configured to: receive trigger information and an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
equipment UE that are sent by a control plane CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user plane
path; and send an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path.

[0048] A thirteenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access gateway, and the access gateway
may include:

a transceiver, a memory, and a bus, where the transceiver and the memory are connected by using the bus;
the memory is configured to store an operation instruction; and
the transceiver is configured to: receive a path handover notification, where the path handover notification includes
a traffic flow template; and send an end data packet to a UP GW based on the traffic flow template.

[0049] A fourteenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access network node, and the access
network node may include:

a transceiver, a processor, a memory, and a bus, where the transceiver, the processor, and the memory are connected
by using the bus;
the memory is configured to store an operation instruction;
the processor is configured to: when the AN node receives an end marker on a source user plane path, determine,
by the determining module, whether one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source
user plane path are successfully sent to a UE; and
the transceiver is configured to: receive a flow handover indication message sent by a control plane CP node, where
the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of the source user plane path of the user equipment
UE, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker
on the source user plane path is received, whether the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node
on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE; and if the one or more downlink data packets for the
UE that are received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE, sort, by the
transceiver based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on a target user
plane path of the UE, or send, by the transceiver, the end marker.
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[0050] A fifteenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides an access network node, and the access
network node may include:

a transceiver, a memory, and a bus, where the transceiver and the memory are connected by using the bus;
the memory is configured to store an operation instruction; and
the transceiver is configured to: receive a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP node, where
the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE;
and send, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets received by the AN
node on the source user plane path, where the source user plane path includes a user plane gateway UP GW.

[0051] A sixteenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a communications system, and the com-
munications system includes a control plane node, a user plane gateway, and an access gateway. The control plane
node is the control plane node that performs the first aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the first
aspect; the user plane gateway is the user plane gateway that performs the second aspect of this application or any
optional implementation of the second aspect; and the access gateway is the access gateway that performs the third
aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the third aspect.
[0052] A seventeenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a communications system, and the
communications system includes a control plane node, a user plane gateway, an access gateway, and an access network
node. The control plane node is the control plane node that performs the first aspect of this application or any optional
implementation of the first aspect; the user plane gateway is the user plane gateway that performs the second aspect
of this application or any optional implementation of the second aspect; the access gateway is the access gateway that
performs the third aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the third aspect; and the access network
node is the access network node that performs the fourth aspect of this application or any optional implementation of
the fourth aspect.
[0053] An eighteenth aspect of the embodiments of this application provides a communications system, and the
communications system includes a control plane node, a user plane gateway, an access gateway, and an access network
node. The control plane node is the control plane node that performs the first aspect of this application or any optional
implementation of the first aspect; the user plane gateway is the user plane gateway that performs the second aspect
of this application or any optional implementation of the second aspect; the access gateway is the access gateway that
performs the third aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the third aspect; and the access network
node is the access network node that performs the fifth aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the
fifth aspect.
[0054] A nineteenth aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a storage medium. It should be noted
that the technical solutions of the present invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all or some of
the technical solutions may be implemented in a form of a software product. The computer software product is stored
in a storage medium. The storage medium is configured to store a computer software instruction for use by the foregoing
device. The computer software product includes a program designed for the control plane node, the user plane gateway,
the access gateway, or the access network node to implement the first aspect, the second aspect, the third aspect, or
the fourth aspect (the fifth aspect).
[0055] The storage medium includes any medium that can store program code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable
hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random Access Memory),
a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0056] A twentieth aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a computer program product including
an instruction, and when the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method in the first aspect of this
application or any optional implementation of the first aspect.
[0057] A twenty-first aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a computer program product including
an instruction, and when the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method in the second aspect
of this application or any optional implementation of the second aspect.
[0058] A twenty-second aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a computer program product
including an instruction, and when the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method in the third
aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the third aspect.
[0059] A twenty-third aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a computer program product in-
cluding an instruction, and when the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method in the fourth
aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the fourth aspect.
[0060] A twenty-fourth aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a computer program product
including an instruction, and when the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method in the fifth
aspect of this application or any optional implementation of the fifth aspect.
[0061] The technical solutions provided in the embodiments of this application have the following beneficial effects:
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In the embodiments of this application, in a user plane path reselection process of the UE, the source user plane path
is handed over to the target user plane path, the source user plane path includes the UP GW, and the target user plane
path includes the edge gateway. The CP node receives the session update response, and sends the trigger information
and the identifier ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on the session update response. The trigger
information is used by the UP GW to send the end marker to the access network AN node on the source user plane
path. The UP GW determines, based on the received trigger information and identifier ID of the source user plane path,
when the UP GW to send the end marker to the AN node, to assist the AN node in sorting the one or more downlink
data packets received on the target user plane path. In the embodiments of this application, a function of a user plane
gateway may be enhanced, and most functions of a conventional network element may also be reused. There is no
need to modify an existing handover procedure to a large extent, and therefore the embodiments of this application are
simple and clear, and are easy to implement. In this way, a problem that a small amount of data on the source user
plane path is lost due to Internet unreliability is resolved.
[0062] Further, when the user plane path of the UE is handed over to the target user plane path, and the target user
plane path includes the edge gateway, downlink data sent by the local network may be directly sent to the UE by using
the edge gateway, and does not need to be sent to the UE by using the UP GW, thereby reducing a transmission latency.
However, the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path include the
data packet sent by the Internet and the data packet sent by the local network. In this case, after the user plane path is
handed over, the data packet sent by the local network and transmitted on the source user plane path needs to be
forwarded to the target user plane path, to transmit the data packet to the UE. However, in the prior art, the AN node
cannot identify the data packet sent by the local network. Therefore, the embodiments of this application propose a
solution in which the AN node identifies the data packet sent by the local network, or the offloading node selected from
the core network identifies the data packet sent by the local network, or it is directly ensured that the AN node successfully
sends all the data packets to the UE on the source user plane path, and then processes, based on the end marker, the
one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path, so as to weaken disorder and congestion
on the Internet to an extent, thereby reducing impact on sorting of the data packets received on the target user plane path.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0063]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of path reselection performed during UE movement in the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of path reselection performed after UE receives a user plane report in the prior art;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a network architecture of an evolved packet system EPS according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an architecture of an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network EUTRAN
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an architecture of a next generation NG mobile communications system according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an EPS path implementation according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a handover procedure based on an X2 interface according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a handover procedure based on an S1 interface according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 9 is an existing schematic diagram of forwarding an end marker (end marker) according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of sending an end marker according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 15A and FIG. 15B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 16A and FIG. 16B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according
to an embodiment of this application;
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FIG. 17A and FIG. 17B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 18A and FIG. 18B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a control plane CP node according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a user plane gateway UP GW according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of a user plane gateway UP GW according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an access gateway access GW according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an access network AN node according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access network AN node according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of a control plane CP node according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of a user plane gateway UP GW according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access gateway access GW according to an embodiment
of this application; and
FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access network AN node according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0064] The following describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of this application with reference to the
accompanying drawings in the embodiments of this application. Apparently, the described embodiments are merely
some rather than all of the embodiments of this application. All other embodiments obtained by a person skilled in the
art based on the embodiments of this application without creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of this
application.
[0065] First, an architecture of a conventional communications system and an architecture of a next generation com-
munications system are briefly described.
[0066] Mobile networks that can be accessed by user equipment (User Equipment, UE) include 2G, 3G, and 4G
networks, and provide transmission channels for a call service, a video service, a webpage service, and the like of the UE.
[0067] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a network architecture of an evolved packet system (Evolved Packet System,
EPS). A 4G network is used as an example to briefly describe a conventional mobile network. Network elements in the
EPS mainly include UE, an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network, a mobility management entity, a serving
gateway, a packet data network gateway, a serving general packet radio system (General Packet Radio System, GPRS)
support node, a home subscriber server, and a policy and charging rules function. FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an
architecture of an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network,
EUTRAN).
[0068] Functions of the network entities in FIG. 3 are briefly described below.
[0069] The evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network,
EUTRAN) is a network including a plurality of evolved NodeBs (Evolved NodeB, eNodeB), and implements a radio
physical layer function, resource scheduling and radio resource management, radio access control, and a mobility
management function. The eNodeB may be connected to each other through an X2 interface, and may transmit data
based on the X2 interface. The eNodeB is connected to the serving gateway (Serving Gateway, SGW) through a user
plane interface S1-U, and transmits user plane data by using a GPRS tunneling protocol-user plane (GPRS Tunneling
Protocol User Plane, GTP-U). The eNodeB is connected to the mobility management entity (Mobility Management Entity,
MME) through a control plane interface S1-MME, and implements a function such as radio access bearer control by
using an S1-application protocol (S1-Application Protocol, S1-AP), as shown in FIG. 4.
[0070] The MME is mainly responsible for a control plane function of user management and a control plane function
of session management, including non-access stratum (Non Access Stratum, NAS) signaling and security, tracking area
list (Tracking Area List) management, selection of a packet data network gateway (Packet Date Network Gateway, PDN
Gateway, PGW) and an SGW, and the like.
[0071] The SGW is mainly responsible for data transmission, forwarding, route handover, and the like of the UE, and
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serves as a local mobility anchor when the UE is handed over between eNodeBs (only one SGW serves each UE at
each moment).
[0072] The packet data network gateway (Packet Date Network Gateway, PGW) servers as an anchor of a PDN
connection, and is responsible for allocating an Internet protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) address to the UE, filtering a
data packet of the UE, controlling a rate, generating charging information, and so on.
[0073] The serving general packet radio service supporting node (Serving GPRS Supporting Node, SGSN) is an
access node of a global system for mobile communications (Global System for Mobile Communications, GSM) of a 2G
access network/enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution, EDGE) radio access
network (GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network, GERAN), a 3G access network, namely, a universal terrestrial radio access
network (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network, UTRAN), and an evolved packet core (Evolved Packet Core,
EPC) in an evolved packet system (Evolved Packet System, EPS), and is responsible for bearer establishment and data
forwarding from each of the GERAN and the UTRAN to the evolved packet core (Evolved Packet Core, EPC).
[0074] The home subscriber server (Home Subscriber Server, HSS) stores subscription data of a mobile user.
[0075] The policy and charging rules function (Policy and Charging Rules Function, PCRF) is responsible for charging
management and policy control, and includes a policy and charging control (Policy and Charging Control, PCC) rule
and a quality of service (Quality of Service, QoS) rule.
[0076] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an architecture of a next generation (Next Generation, NG) mobile commu-
nications system. A system architecture that is widely accepted and approved in development of the 3rd generation
partnership project (3rd Generation Partnership Project, 3GPP) standard is used as an example.
[0077] NextGen or NG is short for the architecture of the next generation mobile communications system, and includes
UE, an AN, a core network (Core network, CN), and a data network (Data Network). The UE, the AN, and the core
network are main components for constituting the architecture. Logically, the AN and the core network each may be
divided into two parts: a user plane and a control plane. The control plane is responsible for mobile network management,
and the user plane is responsible for service data transmission. In FIG. 5, an NG2 reference point is between the control
plane of the AN and the control plane of the CN, an NG3 reference point is between the user plane of the AN and the
user plane of the CN, and an NG6 reference point is between the user plane of the CN and the data network.
[0078] The UE is an ingress for interaction between a mobile user and a network, and can provide a basic computing
capability and storage capability, display a service window to the user, and accept user operation input. The NextGen
UE uses a next generation air-interface technology to establish a signal connection and a data connection to the access
network, to transmit a control signal and service data to a mobile network.
[0079] The AN is similar to a base station in a conventional network and is deployed near the UE, provides a network
access function for an authorized user in a specific area, and can transmit user data based on a user level and a service
requirement through transmission tunnels of different quality. The AN can manage and properly use a radio resource
of the AN, provide an access service for the UE according to a requirement, and forward a control signal and user data
between the UE and the CN.
[0080] The CN is responsible for maintaining subscription data of a mobile network, managing a network element in
a mobile network, and providing functions such as session management, mobility management, policy management,
and security authentication for the UE. When the UE is attached to the CN, the CN provides network access authentication
for the UE; when the UE requests a service, the CN allocates a network resource to the UE; when the UE moves, the
CN updates a network resource for the UE; when the UE is idle, the CN provides a fast restoration mechanism for the
UE; when the UE is detached from the CN, the CN releases a network resource for the UE; and when the UE has service
data, the CN provides a data routing function for the UE, for example, forwards uplink data to the data network; or
receives downlink data sent for the UE from the data network, and forwards the downlink data to the AN, to send the
downlink data to the UE.
[0081] The data network is a data network that provides a service for a user. Usually, a client is in the UE, and a
serving end is in the data network. The data network may be a private network, such as a local area network; may be
an external network that is not controlled by an operator, such as the Internet (Internet); or may be a dedicated network
jointly deployed by operators, for example, deployed to configure an IP multimedia network subsystem (IP Multimedia
Core Network Subsystem, IMS) service.
[0082] Next, implementation of a data path and forwarding of an end marker in a UE handover process are described
below.
[0083] In a conventional mobile network, a data path of UE is implemented by using an evolved packet system (Evolved
Packet System, EPS) bearer. FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an EPS path implementation. A bearer is established
from end to end, and there is a clear correspondence in the EPS system: radio bearer (Radio bearer): S1 bearer: S5/S8
bearer=1: 1: 1. Handover based on an X2 interface and handover based on an S1 interface exist in the UE handover
process. FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a handover procedure based on an X2 interface, and the handover procedure
is triggered when the X2 interface exists between a source eNB and a target eNB. FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a
handover procedure based on an S1 interface, and the handover procedure is triggered when no X2 interface exists
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between the source eNB and the target eNB or when the handover procedure based on the X2 interface fails. In
descriptions of the embodiments of this application, a source user plane path may be described by using a source path
for short, and a target user plane path may be described by using a target path for short.
[0084] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a handover procedure based on an X2 interface. An eNB 1 is a source eNB,
and an eNB 2 is a target eNB. The handover procedure includes the following steps: 1. The eNB 1 requests the eNB 2
to prepare a path resource, that is, prepare a target user plane path bearer and a forwarding bearer. After the eNB 2
successfully prepare the path resource, the eNB 1 may receive a response message returned by the eNB 2, and then
instruct UE to be handed over to the eNB 2. 2. After finding that the UE is handed over to the eNB 2, the eNB 2 instructs
an MME to hand over a path, and notifies the MME of corresponding path information. 3. The MME instructs an SGW
to hand over a downlink path. 4. The serving gateway hands over the path, and after completing the handover, the
serving gateway immediately sends a data end marker on a source path. 5. The SGW sends downlink data on a target
user plane path. 6. The eNB 1 receives the end marker sent by the SGW, and forwards the end marker to the eNB 2,
to assist the eNB 2 in performing re-sorting.
[0085] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a handover procedure based on an S1 interface. The handover procedure
includes the following steps: 1. An eNB 1 requests an MME 1 to prepare a path resource in an eNB 2, that is, prepare
a target user plane path bearer and a forwarding bearer. 2. The MME 1 forwards the request to an MME 2 controlling
the eNB 2. 3. The MME 2 requests the eNB 2 to prepare a target user plane path resource and a handover resource.
4. The MME 2 instructs an SGW 2 to prepare a handover resource. 5. After receiving a response from the MME 2, the
MME 1 instructs an SGW 1 to prepare a path handover resource. 6. The MME 1 instructs UE to be handed over to the
eNB 2. 7. The UE is handed over to the eNB 2. 8. The eNB 2 notifies the MME 2 that handover of the UE is completed.
9. The MME 2 instructs the SGW 2 to hand over a path. 10. The SGW 2 instructs a PGW to hand over a path. 11. The
PGW hands over the path, and sends downlink data on a target user plane path. 12. The SGW 2 forwards the downlink
data to the eNB 2 on the target user plane path. 13. The PGW hands over the path, and after completing the handover,
the PGW immediately sends an end marker on a source user plane path. 14. The SGW 1 continues to forward the end
marker to the eNB 1. 15. The eNB 1 sends the end marker to the eNB 2 along a forwarding path. 16. The eNB 2 receives
the end marker, and re-sorts, based on a sequence number in the end marker, downlink data forwarded on the source
user plane path and downlink data received on the target user plane path.
[0086] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of forwarding an end marker (end marker). A control plane (Control Plane, CP)
node MME in a core network knows such a correspondence, that is, a radio bearer: S1 bearer: S5/S8 bearer: forwarding
bearer=1: 1: 1:1, and establishes a forwarding path based on each EPS bearer. When handing over a path, a user plane
(User Plane, UP) gateway SGW/PGW in the core network sends an end marker on each source user plane path, namely,
each bearer, of UE. A source eNB sends the end marker to a target eNB along the forwarding path, to assist the target
eNB in performing sorting. In the UE handover process shown in FIG. 7, the UE changes the eNB 1 serving the UE and
connects to the eNB 2, and a forwarding bearer is established based on a source user plane path (an S1 bearer, an
RB, or the like) by using a 1: 1 ratio relationship. Afterwards, the UE processes data in a sequence of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 shown in the figure: 1. A packet data convergence layer protocol (Packet Data Convergence Protocol, PDCP) data
packet in the eNB 1 that is not transmitted is preferably transmitted on the forwarding path. 2. The eNB 1 places, on the
forwarding path, new downlink data sent from the corresponding source user plane path. 3. After path handover for the
UE is completed, the UP gateway (SGW/PGW) sends an end marker on the source user plane path. 4. After receiving
the forwarded data, the forwarding bearer in the eNB 2 preferably processes the data. 5. If the eNB 2 receives, before
receiving the forwarded end marker, downlink data sent from the target user plane path, the eNB 2 buffers the downlink
data. 6. After receiving the end marker on the forwarding path, the eNB 2 continues to sort downlink data received on
the target user plane path based on a maximum PDCP sequence number (Sequence Number, SN) in the end marker,
so that the end marker can assist the eNB 2 in sorting the downlink data.
[0087] Finally, user plane path reselection in 5G is described below.
[0088] In a user plane path handover process in 5G, a source user plane path is handed over to a target user plane
path for UE. A user plane gateway on the target user plane path changes, that is, changes from a UP GW to an edge
gateway. Therefore, first, a source user plane gateway cannot determine when to send an end marker because residual
data remains on the Internet; and second, when a local data flow and another data flow coexist on the source user plane
path, an AN node cannot determine the local data flow that needs to be handed over to the edge gateway and then sent
to the UE. Consequently, the AN node cannot resolve a data disorder problem caused by user plane path reselection.
[0089] The embodiments of this application provide an end marker sending method, to resolve a downlink data disorder
problem in a user plane path reselection process. As shown in FIG. 10, in a possible implementation, when a control
plane CP node receives a session update response, the CP node sends trigger information to a UP GW based on the
session update response, and then instructs a MANO (a service management unit in a local data network) to hand over
a path for a local data flow. After completing user plane path handover for UE, an access gateway sends one or more
end data packets on the Internet. After the UP GW receives the end data packet, because the end data packet is
corresponding to the trigger information, the UP GW completes update of a local data flow context based on the trigger
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information and an end data packet activation trigger, such as a traffic filter template (Traffic Filter Template, TFT),
quality of service (Quality of Service, QoS), or other information. Then the UP GW sends an end marker (end marker)
on a source user plane path.
[0090] It should be noted that core network element functions are classified into a control plane function and a user
plane function. The core network element functions are divided into a CP and a UP. The UP is mainly responsible for
forwarding a data packet, controlling QoS, collecting statistics about charging information, and so on. The CP is mainly
responsible for delivering a data packet forwarding policy, a QoS control policy, a charging information statistics reporting
policy, and the like to the user plane function.
[0091] "UP" is merely a general term for a device that performs the user plane function, and does not specifically
indicate a device or some devices. In actual application, a device that performs the user plane function may not be
referred to as "UP", and may have another name for replacement. This is not specifically limited herein. In this application,
a "UP node" is used as an example for description.
[0092] Likewise, "CP" is merely a general term for a device that performs the control plane function, and does not
specifically indicate a device or some devices. In actual application, a device that performs the control plane function
may not be referred to as "CP", and may have another name for replacement. This is not specifically limited herein. In
this application, a "CP node" is used as an example for description.
[0093] In actual application, the UP and the CP may be separate devices, or may be a group of function entities on
another device (for example, a server). This is not specifically limited herein.
[0094] The technical solutions of this application are further described by using embodiments. FIG. 11 is a schematic
diagram of an embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an embodiment of this application, and the
method includes the following steps.
[0095] 1101. A CP node receives a session update response, where the session update response includes an ID of
a source user plane path of UE or an ID of a target user plane path of the UE, and the source user plane path includes
a UP GW.
[0096] Before the CP node receives the session update response, the CP node may send a session update request
to an edge gateway, and then receive the session update response sent by the edge gateway. For example, the session
update request herein may be an update bearer request (Update Bearer Request), and the session update response
may be an update bearer response (Update Bearer Response). The session update response may include the identifier
of the source user plane path of the UE or the identifier of the target user plane path of the UE. The source user plane
path includes the UP GW, and the target user plane path includes the edge gateway edge GW.
[0097] In this embodiment of this application, if an AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the
target user plane path, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, the UP GW, and an access
GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, the edge GW, and an access GW. On the
source user plane path, a first bearer (First Bearer) is between the UE and the AN node, and a first tunnel (First Tunnel)
is between the AN node and the UP GW. On the target user plane path, a second bearer (Second Bearer) is between
the UE and the AN node, a second tunnel (Second Tunnel) is between the AN node and the edge GW, and an external
tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW and the access GW.
[0098] Alternatively, if an AN node on the source user plane path is different that on the target user plane path, an
example in which an AN1 node is a source AN node and an AN2 node is a target AN node may be used for description.
The source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN1 node, the UP GW, and an access GW, and the target
user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN2, the edge GW, and an access GW. A first bearer (First Bearer) is
between the UE and the AN1 node, and a first tunnel (First Tunnel) is between the AN1 node and the UP GW. A second
bearer (Second Bearer) is between the UE and the AN2 node, a second tunnel (Second Tunnel) is between the AN2
node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW and the access GW.
[0099] 1102. The CP node sends trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based
on the session update response, where the trigger information is used by the UP GW to send an end marker to an AN
node on the source user plane path.
[0100] For example, the trigger information herein may be at least one of a first traffic flow template and a timer
parameter. The first traffic flow template is used to detect an end data packet, and the end data packet is used to indicate
a last data packet transmitted on the source user plane path after a user plane path of the UE is handed over. To be
specific, the trigger information herein may have the following several possibilities: (1) the first traffic flow template; (2)
the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter; and (3) the timer parameter. The trigger information herein may
be information such as an indication identifier. This is not specifically limited. It should be noted that the first traffic flow
template herein is used to obtain an end data packet through filtering. To be specific, the UP GW obtains, based on the
first traffic flow template, an end data packet sent by the access GW through filtering. When the UP GW obtains the end
data packet through filtering, the UP GW sends the end marker (End Marker) to the source AN node.
[0101] For example, the first traffic flow template may be shown in Table 1, or a table obtained after the path identifier
ID column is removed from Table 1 may be used as the first traffic flow template.
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[0102] Further, the timer parameter herein may be an example value, for example, 2 ms. In this case, a value of a
timer on a UP GW side may be set to 0-2 ms, and the timer expires when the value of the timer exceeds 2 ms; or the
timer may be set to 8-10 ms, and the timer expires when the value of the timer exceeds 10 ms. An initial value of the
timer may be specifically determined according to an actual situation. The timer parameter may be an interval parameter,
to be specific, the interval parameter is [a, b]. In this case, the initial value of the timer may be set to a, an expiration
value may be set to b, and the timer expires when the timer exceeds b. Alternatively, the timer parameter may be a and
b, where a is the initial value of the timer, and the expiration value is a+b=c. In this case, the timer expires when the
timer exceeds c.
[0103] It should be further noted that when the trigger information is the timer parameter, after the UP GW receives
the trigger information sent by the control plane CP node, the UP GW immediately starts the timer. If the timer of the
UP GW expires, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN1 node, and the UP GW does not need to determine, based
on the end packet sent by the access gateway, when to send the end marker.
[0104] 1103. The UP GW receives the trigger information and the identifier ID of the source user plane path of the UE
that are sent by the CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user plane path.
[0105] For example, the trigger information may be at least one of the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter.
[0106] 1104. An access GW receives a path handover notification, and the path handover notification includes a traffic
flow template.
[0107] For example, that an access GW receives a path handover notification may include the following: The access
GW receives the path handover notification sent by the edge gateway or a local management unit.
[0108] 1105. The access GW sends an end data packet to the UP GW based on the traffic flow template.
[0109] IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet may be determined by the first traffic flow template.
[0110] It should be noted that step 1105 is an optional step. To be specific, when the trigger information in the foregoing
step includes the first traffic flow template, step 1105 is necessary.
[0111] 1106. The UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0112] For example, step 1106 may include the following scenarios.

(1) The trigger information includes the first traffic flow template.
When IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any
IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the
source user plane path based on the ID of the source user plane path.
The first traffic flow template herein may be understood as an end data packet filter. After detecting an end data
packet from an Internet path, the UP GW sends the end marker on the source user plane path, and updates a local
data flow context.
(2) The trigger information includes the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter.
The UP GW starts a timer when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the
UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, and the timer is set based on the
timer parameter. The UP GW restarts the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not
expire, and IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic
flow template. When the timer expires, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the
source user plane path.
To be specific, the UP GW starts the timer after detecting, based on the first traffic flow template, an end data packet
sent from the source user plane path. The UP GW resets the timer if the UP GW receives, in a time in which the
timer does not expire, a data packet sent by a local network or another subsequent end data packet; or if the UP
GW does not receive a data packet sent by a local network or an end data packet and the timer expires, the UP

Table 1

Traffic flow template TFT Path identifier ID

First target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.1: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.1: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 1

Second target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), 
(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 2

Third target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.3: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.3: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 3
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GW immediately sends the end marker on the source user plane path, and updates a local data flow context.
(3) The trigger information includes the timer parameter.

[0113] The UP GW sets a timer based on the timer parameter; the UP GW starts the timer; and when the timer expires,
the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the source user
plane path.
[0114] Herein, the UP GW immediately starts the timer after receiving the timer parameter. The UP GW resets the
timer if the UP GW receives, in a time of the timer, a data packet sent by a local network; or if the UP GW continuously
receives no data packet sent by a local network and the timer expires, it indicates that transmission of the data packet
sent by the local network on the source user plane path (Internet) ends, and the UP GW sends the end marker on the
source user plane path, and updates a local data flow context.
[0115] When the AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on the target user plane path, the UP
GW sends the end marker to the AN node based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.
After receiving the end marker, the AN node may sort one or more downlink data packets received on the target user
plane path, and then send sorted one or more downlink data packets to the UE.
[0116] Alternatively, when the AN node on the source user plane path is different that on the target user plane path,
the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN1 node based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane
path, and the AN1 node forwards the end marker to the AN2 node. After receiving the end marker, the AN2 node may
sort one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path, and then send sorted one or more
downlink data packets to the UE.
[0117] In this embodiment of this application, in a user plane path reselection process of the UE, the source user plane
path is handed over to the target user plane path, the source user plane path includes the UP GW, and the target user
plane path includes the edge gateway. The CP node receives the session update response, and sends the trigger
information and the identifier ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on the session update response.
The UP GW determines, based on the received trigger information and identifier ID of the source user plane path, when
the UP GW to send the end marker to the AN node, to assist the AN node in sorting one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path. In this embodiment of this application, a function of a user plane gateway may
be enhanced, and most functions of a conventional network element may also be reused. There is no need to modify
an existing handover procedure to a large extent, and therefore this embodiment of this application is simple and clear,
and is easy to implement. In this way, a problem that a small amount of data on the source user plane path is lost due
to Internet unreliability is resolved.
[0118] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an
embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0119] 1201. An AN node receives a flow handover indication message sent by a CP node, where the flow handover
indication message includes an ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE, and the flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when an end marker on the source user plane path is received,
whether one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE.
[0120] For example, after the CP node selects an edge gateway based on a user plane report, a handover request,
or an application request, the CP node may send the flow handover indication message to the AN node. In this case,
the AN node receives the flow handover indication message sent by the control plane CP node.
[0121] It should be noted that an AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on a target user plane
path. In this case, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, a UP GW, and an access GW,
and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, the edge GW, and an access GW. On the source
user plane path, a first DRB is between the UE and the AN node, and a primary tunnel is between the AN node and the
UP GW. On the target user plane path, a second DRB is between the UE and the AN node, a secondary tunnel (Second
Tunnel) is between the AN node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW
and the access GW.
[0122] It should be understood that the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node include a data
packet sent by a local network and/or a data packet sent by the Internet. User plane path handover for the UE herein is
path handover for a local data flow, but the data packets received by the AN node do not include only the local data
flow, and the AN node cannot identify the local data flow received on the source user plane path. Consequently, if the
local data flow on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, one or more downlink data packets received on
the target user plane path cannot be sorted based on the end marker in a timely manner. Therefore, after receiving the
flow handover indication message, the AN node may send, on the first DRB based on the flow handover indication
message, the one or more downlink data packets (the local data flow and/or the Internet data flow) received by the AN
node on the source user plane path to the UE.
[0123] 1202. The CP node receives a session update response, where the session update response includes the ID
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of the source user plane path of the UE or an ID of the target user plane path of the UE, and the source user plane path
includes the UP GW.
[0124] 1203. The CP node sends trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based
on the session update response, where the trigger information is used by the UP GW to send the end marker to the AN
node on the source user plane path.
[0125] 1204. The UP GW receives the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path of the UE that are
sent by the CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user plane path.
[0126] 1205. The access GW receives a path handover notification, where the path handover notification includes a
traffic flow template.
[0127] 1206. The access GW sends an end data packet to the UP GW based on the traffic flow template.
[0128] 1207. The UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0129] In this embodiment of this application, steps 1202 to 1207 are the same as steps 1101 to 1106 shown in FIG.
11, and reference may be made to the steps 1101 to 1106 in FIG. 11. Details are not described again herein.
[0130] 1208. When the AN node receives the end marker on the source user plane path, the AN node determines
whether the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE.
[0131] When the AN node receives, on the source user plane path, the end marker sent by the UP GW, the AN node
needs to first determine whether the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user
plane path are successfully sent to the UE.
[0132] For example, if the AN node receives ten data packets on the source user plane path, after receiving the end
marker, the AN node may first determine whether all the ten data packets are successfully sent to the UE.
[0133] 1209. If the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are
successfully sent to the UE, the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received
by the AN node on the target user plane path of the UE.
[0134] If the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE, the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received by the
AN node on the target user plane path of the UE; or if at least one data packet in the one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, the AN node sends the at least one
data packet to the UE.
[0135] For example, it should be understood that before receiving the end marker, the AN node sends, on the first
DRB, the one or more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UE. If the AN node receives
ten downlink data packets on the source user plane path, the AN sends the ten downlink data packets to the UE on the
first DRB. If the downlink data packets are successfully sent to the UE, the AN node receives ten success identifiers fed
back by the UE.
[0136] When the AN node receives the end marker, if the AN node receives the ten success identifiers fed back by
the UE, it is proved that all the data packets received source user plane path are successfully sent by the AN node to
the UE on the first DRB. In this case, the AN node may sort, based on a sequence number in the end marker, one or
more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path, and send sorted one or more downlink data packets
to the UE on the second DRB.
[0137] Alternatively, when the AN node receives the end marker, if the AN node receives only eight success identifiers
fed back by the UE, it is proved that not all the data packets sent by the UE to the UE on the first DRB are successfully
sent to the UE. If the remaining two downlink data packets have not been sent, the AN node sends the remaining two
downlink data packets to the UE on the first DRB, and waits for success identifiers that are fed back. Alternatively, if the
remaining two downlink data packets have been sent, but the AN node has not received success identifiers that are fed
back by the UE, the AN node continues to wait until receiving two success identifiers fed back by the UE. In this way,
the AN node may sort, based on a sequence number in the end marker, the downlink data packets received on the
target user plane path, and send sorted downlink data packets to the UE on the second DRB.
[0138] In this embodiment of this application, after receiving the flow handover indication message, the AN node may
send, on the first DRB based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets received on
the source user plane path to the UE. The UP GW may send the end marker to the AN node based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path. When receiving the end marker sent by the UP GW, the AN node
needs to first determine whether the data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE, that is, ensure that the local data flow received by the AN node on the source user plane path is successfully
sent to the UE. In this case, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received
on the target user plane path. In this way, it is effectively ensured that after a user plane path of the UE is handed over,
the local data flow received by the AN node on the source user plane path is successfully sent, thereby reducing a data
loss caused by handover of the user plane path of the UE. Further, the AN node processes, based on the end marker,
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the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
[0139] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method according to an
embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0140] 1301. An access network AN node receives a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP node,
where the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE.
[0141] It should be noted that an AN node on the source user plane path is the same as that on a target user plane
path. In this case, the source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, a UP GW, and an access GW,
and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, an edge GW, and an access GW. On the source
user plane path, a first DRB is between the UE and the AN node, and a primary tunnel is between the AN node and the
UP GW. On the target user plane path, a second DRB is between the UE and the AN node, a secondary tunnel (Second
Tunnel) is between the AN node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW
and the access GW.
[0142] For example, functions of the flow handover indication message include but are not limited to the following
several types:

(1) The flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node to send a downlink data packet received
by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UPGW.
(2) The flow handover indication message further includes a traffic flow template. The flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the
source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent by a local network and that is received by
the AN node on the source user plane path. The target DRB is a transmission path between the UE and the AN
node on the target user plane path of the UE. It should be understood that the traffic flow template herein is used
to filter the data packet, namely, a local data flow, sent by the local data network. The target DRB may be the second
DRB.

[0143] 1302. The CP node receives a session update response, where the session update response includes the ID
of the source user plane path of the UE or an ID of the target user plane path of the UE, and the source user plane path
includes the UP GW.
[0144] 1303. The CP node sends trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based
on the session update response, where the trigger information is used by the UP GW to send an end marker to the AN
node on the source user plane path.
[0145] 1304. The UP GW receives the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path of the UE that are
sent by the CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user plane path.
[0146] 1305. The access GW receives a path handover notification, where the path handover notification includes a
traffic flow template.
[0147] 1306. The access GW sends an end data packet to the UP GW based on the traffic flow template.
[0148] 1307. The UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0149] In this embodiment of this application, steps 1302 to 1307 are the same as steps 1101 to 1106 shown in FIG.
11, and reference may be made to the steps 1101 to 1106 in FIG. 11. Details are not described again herein.
[0150] 1308. The AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packet
received by the AN node on the source user plane path, where the source user plane path includes the user plane
gateway UP GW.
[0151] Because functions of the flow handover indication information are different, the AN node performs different
content. Specifically, the following scenarios are included.

(1) The flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node to send a downlink data packet received
by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UPGW.
That the AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, a downlink data packet received by the
AN node on the source user plane path may include the following: The AN node sends, based on the flow handover
indication message, the downlink data packet received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.
In actual application, the UP GW receives a flow handover indication message sent by the CP node. The flow
handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow template. It
should be understood that the second traffic flow template herein is used to filter the data packet sent by the local
network. The UP GW identifies, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path,
the data packet sent by the local network from the one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN node that are
received on the source user plane path. The UP GW sends the identified data packet to the edge gateway, and the
edge gateway is located on the target user plane path of the UE. The edge gateway receives the identified data
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packet sent by the UP GW, and then forwards the identified data packet back to the AN node. In this way, the AN
node may transmit the identified data packet on the second DRB.
It should be noted that when receiving the end marker sent by the UP GW, the AN node stops forwarding a downlink
data packet received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW, and forwards the end marker
back to the UP GW. After receiving the end marker, the UP GW forwards the end marker to the edge gateway. After
receiving the end marker forwarded back by the edge gateway, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker,
one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path.
It should be understood that because the AN node cannot identify the local data flow, the offloading node UP GW
selected from a core network is used to identify the data packet sent by the local network, and send the identified
data packet to the UE by using the second DRB, so as to effectively reduce a loss of the local data flow caused by
user plane path handover for the UE, and hand over the local data flow on the source user plane path to the target
user plane path, to transmit the local data flow to the UE.
(2) The flow handover indication message further includes a traffic flow template. The flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the
source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent by a local network and that is received by
the AN node on the source user plane path. The target DRB is a transmission path between the UE and the AN
node on the target user plane path of the UE.

[0152] That the AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path of the UE may include the following: The AN node identifies,
based on the traffic flow template, the data packet sent by the local network, and the AN node sends the identified data
packet to the UE based on the flow handover indication message and the ID of the source user plane path by using the
target DRB.
[0153] It should be understood that in this optional implementation solution, the AN node may temporarily identify the
data packet sent by the local network, and transmit the identified data packet to the UE on the target user plane path
obtained after handover. Therefore, after receiving the end marker, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker,
one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the target user plane path, and may further send sorted
one or more downlink data packets to the UE.
[0154] It should be noted that there is no limitation on a time sequence of step 1308 and steps 1302 to 1307.
[0155] In this embodiment of this application, the AN node receives the flow handover indication message from the
control plane CP node, and the AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path. For example implementation, refer to the foregoing
descriptions. One implementation is to identify, by using the offloading node UP GW, the local data flow received on the
source user plane path. The other implementation is that the AN node may identify the local data flow received on the
source user plane path, and send the identified local data to the UE. The UP GW may send the end marker to the AN
node based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path. When receiving the end marker sent by
the UP GW, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on the target
user plane path.
[0156] FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method
according to an embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0157] In this embodiment of this application, before instructing a management and orchestration (management and
orchestration, MANO) network element to hand over a path for a local data flow, a control plane first needs to notify a
UP GW (a user plane gateway before path handover) of trigger information, and then instruct the MANO to hand over
the path for the local data flow. The MANO instructs an access gateway in a local data network to complete path handover
by creating a tunnel or updating a tunnel context to activate, for the local data flow, transmission of downlink data on a
target user plane path. The UP GW sends an end marker on a source user plane path based on the trigger information,
and updates a local data flow context. Details are shown below.
[0158] 1401. A resource preparation phase of handover based on an S1 interface or an X2 interface.
[0159] UE, an AN1 node, an AN2 node, a CP node, the user plane gateway UP GW, an edge gateway edge GW, an
access gateway access GW, and the MANO prepare network resources on the target user plane path in a handover
procedure of the UE, for example, may prepare network resources for handover based on the X2 interface, or may
prepare network resources for handover based on the S1 interface. In this embodiment of this application, an example
in which the AN1 node is a source AN node and the AN2 node is a target AN node may be used for description. The
source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN1, the UP GW, and the access GW, and the target user plane
path is a path including the UE, the AN2, the edge GW, and an access GW. A first bearer (First Bearer) is between the
UE and the AN1, and a first tunnel (First Tunnel) is between the AN1 and the UP GW. A second bearer (Second Bearer)
is between the UE and the AN2, a second tunnel (Second Tunnel) is between the AN2 and the edge GW, and an external
tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW and the access GW.
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[0160] 1402. The source AN node sends a handover command to the UE.
[0161] The source AN node sends the handover command (Handover Command) to the UE. The UE receives the
handover command sent by the source AN node, that is, the AN1 node instructs the UE to hand over a path.
[0162] 1403. The UE sends a handover confirmation (Handover Confirmation) message to the target AN node.
[0163] To be specific, after the UE hands over the path, the AN2 node receives the handover confirmation message
sent by the UE.
[0164] 1404. The target AN node sends a handover notification (Handover notify) or a path handover request (Handover
Request) to the CP node.
[0165] To be specific, the AN2 node notifies the CP node that the UE is successfully handed over to an AN2.
[0166] 1405. The CP node selects the edge gateway based on the handover notification or the path handover request.
[0167] The CP node selects, for the UE based on the handover notification or the path handover request, the edge
gateway (Edge GW) included on the target user plane path, and activates, for the local data flow, a path from the edge
GW to the AN2 node. In other words, the CP node selects a new edge gateway for the local data flow and activates a
new user plane path. The local data flow is a data packet sent by a local network. It should be understood that the
handover notification or the path handover request herein includes an IP address of the UE and an IP address of the
edge gateway.
[0168] 1406. The CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway.
[0169] It should be understood that the session update request herein may be an update bearer request (Update
Bearer Request), and the update bearer request may further carry NG3 interface information. The CP node sends the
update bearer request to the edge gateway, and the edge gateway receives the update bearer request sent by the CP
node. To be specific, the CP node instructs the edge gateway to create the target user plane path for the local data flow.
Information carried in the session update request includes but is not limited to path information of the AN2 node, which
is specifically an IP address and a tunnel ID of the AN2 node; path information of the edge gateway: an IP address and
a tunnel ID of the edge gateway; a second flow filter template (Traffic Filter Template, TFT), which is also referred to as
a second traffic flow template; quality of service (Quality of Service, QoS) information, and the like. It should be noted
that the second traffic flow template herein is used to filter the data packet sent by the local network. In actual application,
the second traffic flow template is non-access stratum (Non-access stratum, NAS) information, and the AN node transmits
the second traffic flow template to the UE, so that the UE prepares a context.
[0170] 1407. The edge gateway sends a session update response to the CP node.
[0171] It should be understood that the session update response herein may be an update bearer response. The edge
gateway sends the update bearer response (Update Bearer Response) to the CP node, and the control plane CP node
receives the session update response sent by the edge gateway. The session update response includes an identifier
of the target user plane path of the UE, and the target user plane path includes the edge gateway edge GW. In other
words, the CP node receives a confirmation message sent by the edge gateway.
[0172] 1408. The CP node sends trigger information and an ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on
the session update response.
[0173] The CP node sends the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on
the session update response. The trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path are used by the UP GW
to send the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path. The user plane gateway UP GW receives the
trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path that are sent by the control plane CP node, and the UP GW
is located on the source user plane path of the user equipment UE. The CP node may further send the second traffic
flow template to the UP GW, and the second traffic flow template herein is used to filter the data packet sent by the local
network.
[0174] For example, the trigger information herein may be at least one of a first traffic flow template and a timer
parameter. The first traffic flow template is used to detect an end data packet, and the end data packet is used to indicate
a last data packet transmitted on the source user plane path. To be specific, the trigger information herein has the
following several possibilities: (1) the first traffic flow template; (2) the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter;
and (3) the timer parameter. The trigger information herein may be an indication identifier. This is not specifically limited.
It should be noted that the first traffic flow template herein is different from the second traffic flow template described
above. The first traffic flow template herein is used to obtain an end data packet through filtering. To be specific, the UP
GW obtains, based on the first traffic flow template, an end data packet sent by the access GW through filtering. When
the UP GW obtains the end data packet through filtering, the UP GW sends the end marker (End Marker) to the source
AN node.
[0175] For example, the second traffic flow template may be further shown in Table 2, or a table obtained after a path
identifier ID column is removed from Table 2 may be used as the second traffic flow template.
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[0176] Further, the timer parameter herein may be an example value, for example, 2 ms. In this case, a value of a
timer on a UP GW side may be set to 0-2 ms, and the timer expires when the value of the timer exceeds 2 ms; or the
timer may be set to 8-10 ms, and the timer expires when the value of the timer exceeds 10 ms. An initial value of the
timer may be specifically determined according to an actual situation. The timer parameter may be an interval parameter,
that is, the interval parameter is [a, b]. In this case, the initial value of the timer may be set to a, an expiration value may
be set to b, and the timer expires when the timer exceeds b. Alternatively, the timer parameter may be a and b, where
a is the initial value of the timer, and the expiration value is a+b=c. In this case, the timer expires when the timer exceeds c.
[0177] It should be further noted that when the trigger information is the timer parameter, after the UP GW receives
the trigger information sent by the control plane CP node, the UP GW immediately starts the timer.
[0178] Before triggering path handover for the local data flow, the CP node sends an update context request to the
UP GW, and the update context request carries the trigger information. The trigger information may be information such
as the first traffic flow template and/or the timer parameter, related path information, and a local data flow TFT. The
second traffic flow template may also be referred to as a local data flow TFT, and the second traffic flow template may
further include one or more pieces of IP 5-tuple information, such as (UE IP, 10000, App IP, 80, GTP-U) and/or (UP GW
IP, 10000, edge GW IP, 80, GTP-U). Optionally, the CP node may further send a path handover response to the AN2
node, to notify the AN2 node that a downlink data packet may be transmitted to the UE by using the AN2 node.
[0179] 1409. The CP node sends a path handover notification or a path handover request to the MANO.
[0180] It should be understood that the handover notification or the path handover request herein includes the IP
address of the UE and the IP address of the edge gateway, and in actual application, may further include information
such as an IP address of an APP.
[0181] It should be noted that when the trigger information is the first traffic flow template, or the first traffic flow template
and the timer parameter, the handover notification or the path handover request herein further includes the first traffic
flow template.
[0182] 1410. The MANO sends a path handover notification or a path handover request to the access GW (access
gateway).
[0183] The handover notification or the path handover request may include the Internet protocol IP address of the
user equipment UE and the IP address of the edge gateway. When the trigger information in step 1108 is the first traffic
flow template, or the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter, the handover notification or the path handover
request herein further includes the first traffic flow template. Same as the first traffic flow template sent by the control
plane CP node to the user plane gateway UP GW, the first traffic flow template herein is used to determine an end data
packet. The edge gateway is located on the target user plane path.
[0184] 1411. The access GW sends a downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway based on the IP address
of the UE and the IP address of the edge gateway.
[0185] For example, the access gateway may determine the target user plane path of the UE based on the IP address
of the UE and the IP address of the edge gateway, to complete handover of a user plane path of the UE. The access
GW may send the downlink data packet for the UE on the target user plane path, that is, the access GW sends the
downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway.
[0186] It should be noted that before the user plane path is handed over, the access GW still sends the downlink data
packet for the UE on the source user plane path.
[0187] 1412. The access GW sends a data packet to the UP GW based on the first traffic flow template.
[0188] The UP GW is located on the source user plane path, and the UP GW receives an end data packet sent by
the access GW. It should be understood that IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet sent herein to the UP GW is
determined by the first traffic flow template.
[0189] It should be noted that step 1412 is an optional step, that is, when the trigger information in step 1408 is the
timer parameter, step 1412 is optional. To be specific, in actual application, (1) when the trigger information is the first
traffic flow template, the access GW sends one end data packet to the UP GW based on the first traffic flow template.

Table 2

Traffic flow template TFT Path identifier ID

First target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.1: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.1: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 1

Second target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), 
(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 2

Third target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.3: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.3: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 3
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IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet is the same as one piece of IP 5-tuple information included in the first traffic
flow template. (2) When the trigger information is the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter, the access GW
sends a plurality of end data packets to the UP GW based on the first traffic flow template. In this case, IP 5-tuple
information of the plurality of end data packets may be the same or different. However, all the IP 5-tuple information of
the plurality of end data packets needs to be included in the first traffic flow template.
[0190] It should be noted that there is no limitation on a time sequence of steps 1411 and 1412. A format of the end
data packet may be (UE IP, 10000, App IP, 80, GTP-U) and/or (UP GW IP, 10000, edge GW IP, 80, GTP-U). A key to
construction of the end data packet is that the end data packet can reach the UP GW and can be identified by the UP
GW. Therefore, the CP node sends the first traffic flow template to the UP GW and the access GW. In addition, the end
data packet herein may be constructed by the control plane, the edge gateway, or the like. Specifically, the control plane
or the edge gateway generates an empty IP data packet based on the first traffic flow template. An IP data packet header
is filled with an IP address and a port number in the first traffic flow template, and a protocol header of an IP data packet
payload is filled with information in the first traffic flow template.
[0191] 1413. The UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0192] The end marker is used by the AN node to sort one or more downlink data packets received on the target user
plane path. The access network AN node receives the end marker sent by the UP GW.
[0193] For example, the following cases may be included.

(1) The trigger information includes the first traffic flow template. When IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data
packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow
template, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the
source user plane path.
The first traffic flow template herein may be simply understood as an end data packet filter. After detecting an end
data packet from an Internet path, the UP GW sends the end marker on the source user plane path, and updates
a local data flow context.
(2) The trigger information includes the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter. The UP GW starts a timer
when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any
IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, and the timer is set based on the timer parameter. The UP
GW restarts the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not expire, and IP 5-tuple
information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template. When
the timer expires, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source user plane path.
To be specific, the UP GW starts the timer after detecting, based on the first traffic flow template, an end data packet
sent from the source user plane path. The UP GW resets the timer if the UP GW receives, in a time in which the
timer does not expire, a data packet sent by a local network or another subsequent end data packet; or if the UP
GW does not receive a data packet sent by a local network or an end data packet and the timer expires, the UP
GW immediately sends the end marker on the source user plane path, and updates a local data flow context.
(3) The trigger information includes the timer parameter. The UP GW sets a timer based on the timer parameter;
the UP GW starts the timer; and when the timer expires, the UP GW sends the end marker to the AN node on the
source user plane path based on the ID of the source user plane path.

[0194] Herein, the UP GW immediately starts the timer after receiving the timer parameter. The UP GW resets the
timer if the UP GW receives, in a time of the timer, a data packet sent by a local network; or if the UP GW continuously
receives no data packet sent by a local network and the timer expires, it indicates that transmission of the data packet
sent by the local network on the source user plane path (Internet) ends, and the UP GW sends the end marker on the
source user plane path, and updates a local data flow context.
[0195] 1414. The source AN node sends the end marker to the target AN node.
[0196] For example, the source AN node forwards the end marker to the target AN node through a forwarding tunnel
between the source AN node and the target AN node.
[0197] 1415. The target access network AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path.
[0198] It should be noted that before receiving the end marker, the target AN node buffers the one or more downlink
data packets received on the target user plane path; and only after receiving the end marker, the target AN node can
activate processing on the one or more downlink data packets from the target user plane path.
[0199] In this embodiment of this application, the UP GW determines, based on the trigger information and the ID of
the source user plane path, when the UP GW to send the end marker. The trigger information may be the first traffic
flow template and/or the timer parameter. Then the source AN node forwards the end marker to the target AN node,
and the target AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target
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user plane path. To be specific, an end marker forwarding method in an EPS system is enhanced to resolve a problem
that the UP GW cannot determine when to send the end marker because residual data still exists on the Internet, and
consequently a downlink data sequence cannot be ensured. In this embodiment of this application, a function of a user
plane gateway may be enhanced, and most functions of a conventional network element may also be reused. There is
no need to modify an existing handover procedure to a large extent, and therefore this embodiment of this application
is simple and clear, and is easy to implement. In this way, a problem that a small amount of data on the source user
plane path is lost due to Internet unreliability is resolved.
[0200] FIG. 15A and FIG. 15B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method
according to an embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0201] Before instructing a management and orchestration (management and orchestration, MANO) network element
to hand over a path for a local data flow, a control plane first needs to notify a UP GW (a user plane gateway before
path handover) of trigger information, and then instruct an edge gateway to hand over the path for the local data flow.
The edge gateway instructs an access gateway in a local data network to complete path handover by creating a tunnel
or updating a tunnel context to activate, for the local data flow, transmission of downlink data on a target user plane
path. The UP GW sends an end marker on a source user plane path based on the trigger information, and updates a
local data flow context. Details are shown below.
[0202] 1501. A resource preparation phase of handover based on an S1 interface or an X2 interface.
[0203] 1502. A source AN node sends a handover command to UE.
[0204] 1503. The UE sends a handover confirmation message to a target AN node.
[0205] 1504. The target AN node sends a handover notification or a path handover request to a CP node.
[0206] 1505. The CP node selects the edge gateway based on the handover notification or the path handover request.
[0207] In this embodiment of this application, steps 1501 to 1505 are similar to steps 1401 to 1405 in FIG. 14A. Details
are not described herein again.
[0208] 1506. The CP node sends local data flow information to the MANO to obtain an IP address of the access GW.
[0209] The CP node sends the local data flow information to the MANO. The MANO sends the IP address of the
access GW to the CP node based on the local data flow information. The local data flow information includes a local IP
address that is being used by the UE. The MANO finds, based on local configuration information, access gateway
information of a local network in which the local IP address is located.
[0210] 1507. The CP node sends trigger information and an ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0211] The CP node sends the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW. The trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path are used by the UP GW to send the end marker to the source AN
node. The user plane gateway UP GW receives the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path that
are sent by the control plane CP node, and the UP GW is located on the source user plane path of the user equipment
UE. The CP node may further send a second traffic flow template to the UP GW, and the second traffic flow template
herein is used to filter a data packet sent by the local network.
[0212] For example, the trigger information herein may be at least one of a first traffic flow template and a timer
parameter. The first traffic flow template is used to detect an end data packet, and the end data packet is used to indicate
a last data packet transmitted on the source user plane path. For details, refer to descriptions in step 1408 in FIG. 14A.
Details are not described herein again.
[0213] 1508. The CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway.
[0214] In this embodiment of this application, step 1508 is similar to step 1406 in FIG. 14A. Details are not described
herein again.
[0215] 1509. The edge gateway sends a path handover notification or a path handover request to the access GW.
[0216] It should be understood that the handover notification or the path handover request herein includes the IP
address of the UE and an IP address of the edge gateway. It should be noted that when the trigger information is the
first traffic flow template, or the first traffic flow template and the timer parameter, the handover notification or the path
handover request herein further includes the first traffic flow template.
[0217] 1510. The edge gateway sends a session update response to the CP node.
[0218] 1511. The access GW sends a downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway based on the IP address
of the UE and the IP address of the edge gateway.
[0219] 1512. The access GW sends a data packet to the UP GW based on the first traffic flow template.
[0220] 1513. The UP GW sends the end marker to the source AN node based on the trigger information.
[0221] 1514. The source AN node sends the end marker to the target AN node.
[0222] 1515. The target access network AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path.
[0223] In this embodiment of this application, step 1510 is similar to step 1407 in FIG. 14A, and steps 1511 to 1515
are similar to steps 1411 to 1415 in FIG. 14B. Details are not described herein again.
[0224] In this embodiment of this application, compared with the embodiment shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B, a
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difference lies in that the control plane CP node does not hand over a path by using the MANO, and instead, instructs
the edge gateway to establish a tunnel to the access gateway in the local data network or update an existing tunnel
context, to complete path handover for the local data flow. A source user plane gateway is enhanced to support the
control plane node in carrying the trigger information. The user plane gateway determines, based on the trigger infor-
mation, an end of the local data flow on the source user plane path, to send the end marker and update a user plane
context. To be specific, the UP GW determines, by using an end data packet and/or whether a timer expires, when to
send the end marker, to assist the target AN node in sorting downlink data received on the target user plane path. To
be specific, an end marker forwarding method in an EPS system is enhanced to resolve a problem that the user plane
gateway cannot determine when to send the end marker because residual data still exists on the Internet, and conse-
quently a downlink data sequence cannot be ensured. Therefore, a function of the user plane gateway is enhanced,
and most functions of a conventional network element may also be reused. There is no need to modify an existing
handover procedure to a large extent, and therefore this embodiment of this application is simple and clear, and is easy
to implement.
[0225] FIG. 16A and FIG. 16B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method
according to an embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0226] In this embodiment of this application, currently an AN node cannot identify, based on an identifier of a source
user plane path, a local data flow for which a path needs to be handed over, and no assistance can be provided in
sorting, by the AN node, one or more downlink data packets received on a target user plane path. Therefore, when
establishing the target user plane path, a CP node needs to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node,
and the AN node detects the following event based on the flow handover indication message: whether data packets (a
data packet sent by a local network and a data packet sent by the Internet) on an original air-interface data bearer that
are before an end marker is received are successfully sent to UE. If the data packets are successfully sent to the UE,
the AN node then sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user
plane path. Details are shown below.
[0227] 1601. The CP node selects an edge gateway based on a received user plane report/handover request/appli-
cation request.
[0228] The CP node selects the edge gateway for the local data flow after receiving the handover request sent by the
AN node, or the application request sent by an MANO, or the user plane report sent by a UP GW. The edge gateway
is located on the target user plane path. For example, a function of the user plane report is as follows: The user plane
report is sent to the CP node, to indicate that the local data flow of the UE currently exists. In this case, the CP node
knows the message that the local data flow exists. The source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, the
UP GW, and an access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN, the edge GW, and an
access GW. It should be noted that a first data radio bearer (Data Radio Bearer, DRB), on the source user plane path,
between the UE and the AN node is different from a second data radio bearer, on the target user plane path, between
the UE and the AN node. Before a path of the UE is handed over, a first bearer DRB is between the UE and the AN
node, and a primary tunnel (Primary Tunnel) is between the AN node and the UP GW. After the path of the UE is handed
over, a second bearer DRB is between the UE and the AN node, a secondary tunnel (Secondary Tunnel) is between
the AN node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW and the access GW.
[0229] 1602. The CP node sends a bearer configuration request to the AN node, where the bearer configuration
request includes the flow handover indication message.
[0230] The CP node sends the bearer configuration request (Bearer Setup Request) to the AN node, and the AN node
receives the bearer configuration request sent by the CP node. The bearer configuration request includes information
such as the flow handover indication information, the ID of the source user plane path, path information of the edge
gateway, and a second traffic flow template. The flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to
determine, when the end marker is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on
the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE. To be specific, the CP node instructs the AN node to prepare
a resource for the target user plane path. The bearer configuration request carries the path information of the edge
gateway, and also carries a path reselection indication for the local data flow. In actual application, the second traffic
flow template is used to filter the data packet sent by the local network, and is non-access stratum (Non-access stratum,
NAS) information. The AN node transmits the second traffic flow template to the UE, so that the UE prepares a context.
[0231] 1603. The AN node sends a radio resource control (Radio Resource Control, RRC) connection reconfiguration
(RRC Connection Reconfiguration) message to the UE.
[0232] 1604. The UE sends an RRC connection reconfiguration complete (RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete)
message to the AN node.
[0233] Steps 1603 and 1604 are used by the AN node to prepare an air-interface data bearer.
[0234] 1605. The AN node sends a bearer configuration response (Bearer Setup Response) to the CP node.
[0235] It should be noted that the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user
plane path include the data packet sent by the local network and the Internet data packet. Original path handover for
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the UE is to hand over the data packet sent by the local network to the target user plane path, to transmit the data packet
to the UE. However, the AN node receives the flow handover indication message, and the flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker is received, whether the one or more
downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE. Therefore,
after completing preparation of the air-interface data bearer, the AN node may transmit, on the first DRB, the one or
more downlink data packets received on the source user plane path to the UE.
[0236] 1606. The UE sends a path handover confirmation (Handover Confirmation) message to the CP node.
[0237] To be specific, after completing handover for the local data flow, the UE sends a response message to a control
plane.
[0238] 1607. The CP node sends local data flow information to the MANO to obtain an IP address of the access GW.
[0239] The local data flow information includes a local IP address that is being used by the UE. The MANO finds,
based on local configuration information, access gateway information of a local network in which the local IP address
is located.
[0240] 1608. The CP node sends trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0241] The trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path are used by the UP GW to send the end marker
to the AN node. The CP node may further send the second traffic flow template to the UP GW, and the second traffic
flow template herein is used to filter the data packet sent by the local network.
[0242] For example, the trigger information herein may be at least one of a first traffic flow template and a timer
parameter. The first traffic flow template is used to detect an end data packet, and the end data packet is used to indicate
a last data packet transmitted on the source user plane path. For details, refer to descriptions in step 1408 in FIG. 14A.
Details are not described herein again.
[0243] 1609. The CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway.
[0244] It should be understood that the session update request herein may be a bearer configuration request (Bearer
Setup Request), and is used by the CP node to instruct the edge gateway to create the target user plane path for the
local data flow. Information carried in the session update request includes but is not limited to path information of the
AN node, which is specifically an IP address and a tunnel ID of an AN; path information of the edge gateway: an IP
address and a tunnel ID of the edge gateway; a second flow filter template (Traffic Filter Template, TFT), which is also
referred to as a second traffic flow template; quality of service (Quality of Service, QoS) information, and the like. It
should be noted that the second traffic flow template herein is used to filter the data packet sent by the local network.
[0245] 1610. The edge gateway sends a path handover notification to the access GW.
[0246] It should be understood that the handover notification herein includes the IP address of the UE and the IP
address of the edge gateway. It should be noted that when the trigger information is the first traffic flow template, or the
first traffic flow template and the timer parameter, the handover notification or the path handover request herein further
includes the first traffic flow template. The first traffic flow template herein is used to determine an end data packet.
[0247] 1611. The edge gateway sends a session update response to the CP node.
[0248] It should be understood that the session update response herein may be a bearer configuration response
(Berarer Setup Response). The bearer configuration response may include an identifier of the target user plane path of
the UE, and the target user plane path includes the edge gateway edge GW. In other words, the CP node receives a
confirmation message sent by the edge gateway.
[0249] 1612. The access GW sends a downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway based on the IP address
of the UE and the IP address of the edge gateway.
[0250] 1613. The access GW sends a data packet to the UP GW based on the first traffic flow template.
[0251] 1614. The UP GW sends the end marker to the access network AN node on the source user plane path based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0252] In this embodiment of this application, steps 1612 to 1614 are similar to steps 1411 to 1413 shown in FIG. 14B.
Details are not described herein again.
[0253] 1615. The AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on the target
user plane path.
[0254] When the AN node receives the end marker on the source user plane path, the AN node determines whether
the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to
the UE. If the downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to
the UE, the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node
on the target user plane path of the UE; or if at least one data packet in the one or more downlink data packets received
by the AN node on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, the AN node sends the at least one data packet
to the UE.
[0255] It should be understood that the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node herein include
the data packet sent by the local network and the Internet data packet. The data packet sent by the local network is
generated by the local data network and sent by the Internet, and the Internet data packet is sent by the Internet. It
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should be noted that before receiving the end marker, the AN node buffers the one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path. To be specific, based on the flow handover indication message, only after
receiving the end marker and all the data packets on the original air-interface data bearer are sent, the AN node can
activate processing on the one or more downlink data packets from the target user plane path.
[0256] For example, before receiving the end marker, the AN node sends, on the first DRB, the downlink data packets
received on the source user plane path to the UE. If the AN node receives ten downlink data packets on the source user
plane path, the AN sends the ten downlink data packets to the UE on the first DRB. If the downlink data packets are
successfully sent to the UE, the AN node receives success identifiers fed back by the UE.
[0257] When the AN node receives the end marker, if the AN node receives the ten success identifiers fed back by
the UE, it is proved that all the data packets sent by the UE to the UE on the first DRB are successfully sent. In this case,
the AN node may sort, based on a sequence number in the end marker, the downlink data packets received on the
target user plane path, and send sorted downlink data packets to the UE on the second DRB.
[0258] Alternatively, when the AN node receives the end marker, if the AN node receives only eight success identifiers
fed back by the UE, it is proved that not all the data packets sent by the UE to the UE on the first DRB are successfully
sent to the UE. If the remaining two downlink data packets have not been sent, the AN node sends the remaining two
downlink data packets to the UE on the first DRB, and waits for success identifiers that are fed back. Alternatively, if the
remaining two downlink data packets have been sent, but the AN node has not received success identifiers that are fed
back by the UE, the AN node continues to wait until the remaining two downlink data packets are successfully sent to
the UE. In this way, the AN node may sort, based on a sequence number in the end marker, the downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path, and send sorted downlink data packets to the UE on the second DRB.
[0259] In this embodiment of this application, the UP GW determines, by using an end data packet and/or whether a
timer expires, when the UP GW to send the end marker, to assist the AN node in sorting one or more downlink data
packets. Further, on an air interface, the air-interface data bearer is used for sending a downlink data packet received
on the source user plane path. When a path resource on the AN node is created, the flow handover indication message
is sent, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker
on the source user plane path is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the
source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE. If the one or more downlink data packets are successfully sent
to the UE, the AN node may sort, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on the target
user plane path, that is, the AN node can determine a time for activating the one or more downlink data packets received
on the target user plane path, so as to resolve a packet disorder problem caused because the AN node cannot identify
the local data flow on the path to be handed over.
[0260] FIG. 17A and FIG. 17B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method
according to an embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0261] In this embodiment of this application, an AN node does not need to identify a local data flow, and instead,
selects an offloading node from a core network when preparing a path resource, and forwards one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on a source user plane path to the offloading node, so that the offloading node
helps identify the local data flow, and then send the local data flow to an edge gateway. The edge gateway further sends
the local data flow to the AN node. After receiving an end marker, the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or
more downlink data packets received on a target user plane path. As shown below, the offloading node is described by
using a UP GW as an example.
[0262] 1701. A CP node selects the edge gateway based on a received user plane report/handover request/application
request.
[0263] The CP node selects the edge gateway for the local data flow after receiving the handover request sent by the
AN node, or the application request sent by an MANO, or the user plane report sent by the UP GW. The edge gateway
is located on the target user plane path. For example, a function of the user plane report is as follows: The user plane
report is sent to the CP node, to indicate that the local data flow of UE exists on the source user plane path. In this case,
the CP node knows the message that the local data flow exists. The source user plane path is a path including the UE,
the AN node, the UP GW, and an access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node,
the edge GW, and an access GW. It should be noted that a first data radio bearer (Data Radio Bearer, DRB), on the
source user plane path, between the UE and the AN node is different from a second data radio bearer, on the target
user plane path, between the UE and the AN node. Before a path of the UE is handed over, a first bearer DRB is between
the UE and the AN node, and a primary tunnel (Primary Tunnel) is between the AN node and the UP GW. After the path
of the UE is handed over, a second bearer DRB is between the UE and the AN node, a secondary tunnel (Secondary
Tunnel) is between the AN node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW
and the access GW.
[0264] 1702. The CP node sends a bearer configuration request to the AN node.
[0265] The CP node sends the bearer configuration request (Bearer Setup Request) to the AN node, and the AN node
receives the bearer configuration request sent by the CP node. The bearer configuration request includes information
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such as path information of the edge gateway and a second traffic flow template. To be specific, the CP node instructs
the AN node to prepare a resource for the target user plane path, the bearer configuration request carries the information
such as the path information of the edge gateway and the second traffic flow template, and the second traffic flow
template is used to filter a data packet sent by a local network. In actual application, the second traffic flow template is
non-access stratum (Non-access stratum, NAS) information, and the AN node transmits the second traffic flow template
to the UE, so that the UE prepares a context.
[0266] 1703. The AN node sends an RRC connection reconfiguration message to the UE.
[0267] 1704. The UE sends an RRC connection reconfiguration complete message to the AN node.
[0268] 1705. The AN node sends a bearer configuration response to the CP node.
[0269] 1706. The UE sends a path handover confirmation message to the CP node.
[0270] 1707. The CP node sends local data flow information to the MANO to obtain an IP address of the access GW.
[0271] 1708. The CP node sends trigger information and an ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0272] 1709. The CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway.
[0273] 1710. The edge gateway sends a path handover notification to the access GW.
[0274] 1711. The edge gateway sends a session update response to the CP node.
[0275] In this embodiment of this application, steps 1703 to 1711 are similar to steps 1603 to 1611 shown in FIG. 16A
and FIG. 16B. Details are not described herein again.
[0276] 1712. The CP node sends a tunnel update message to the AN node, where the tunnel update message includes
a flow handover indication message.
[0277] The CP node sends the tunnel update message to the AN node, and the AN node receives the tunnel update
message sent by the CP node. The tunnel update message includes the flow handover indication message and the ID
of the source user plane path, and the flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node to send a
downlink data packet received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW. The downlink data packet
received by the AN node includes the data packet sent by the local network and/or an Internet data packet.
[0278] 1713. The access GW sends a downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway based on an IP address
of the UE and an IP address of the edge gateway.
[0279] 1714. The access GW sends a data packet to the UP GW based on a first traffic flow template.
[0280] 1715. The UP GW sends the end marker to the access network AN node on the source user plane path based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0281] In this embodiment of this application, it should be noted that steps 1713 to 1715 are similar to steps 1411 to
1413 shown in FIG. 14B. Details are not described herein again.
[0282] 1716. The AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0283] It should be noted that when receiving the end marker, the AN node also forwards the end marker to the UP
GW, but stops forwarding the downlink data packet received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0284] For example, if the AN node receives 15 data packets in total, the AN node forwards the 15 data packets to
the UP GW through the forwarding tunnel shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B. It should be noted that when the AN node
receives one or more downlink data packets for the UE on the target user plane path, the AN node buffers the one or
more downlink data packets, and does not sort the one or more downlink data packets.
[0285] 1717. The UP GW identifies, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
path, the data packet sent by the local network from the one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN node that
are received on the source user plane path.
[0286] It should be noted that in step 1708 in this embodiment of this application, the CP node further sends the second
traffic flow template to the UP GW, and the second traffic flow template is used to identify the data packet sent by the
local network. In this case, the UP GW identifies, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source
user plane path, the data packet sent by the local network from the one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN
node that are received on the source user plane path.
[0287] To be specific, the UP GW identifies, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user
plane path, ten data packets sent by the local network from the 15 data packets, and then sends remaining five Internet
data packets to the AN node through a forwarding tunnel between the UP GW and the AN node. The AN node sends
the five Internet data packets to the UE on the first DRB.
[0288] It should be noted that the ID of the source user plane path is an EPS bearer ID in 4G, and is a packet data
unit session ID (Protocol Data Unit Session Identifier, PDU Session ID) in 5G. A correspondence between a path ID
and a specific interface for implementing a path is stored in a context. For example, the correspondence is shown in
Table 3:
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[0289] 1718. The UP GW forwards the identified data packet to the edge gateway.
[0290] For example, the UP GW forwards, to the edge gateway through a forwarding tunnel between the UP GW and
the edge gateway, the ten data packets sent by the local network. It should be noted that when the UP GW receives the
end marker, the UP GW forwards the end marker to the edge gateway.
[0291] 1719. The edge gateway forwards the received identified data packet to the AN node.
[0292] For example, the edge gateway further forwards, to the AN node through the secondary tunnel, the ten data
packets sent by the local network. It should be noted that when receiving the end marker forwarded by UP GW, the
edge gateway forwards the end marker to the AN node.
[0293] It should be noted that there is no limitation on a time sequence of steps 1713 to 1715 and a time sequence
of steps 1716 to 1719.
[0294] 1720. The AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on the target
user plane path.
[0295] It should be understood that the data packets currently received by the AN node may include: (1) the Internet
data packets forwarded back by the UP GW; (2) the data packets sent by the local network that are forwarded back by
the edge gateway; (3) the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path; and (4) the end
marker forwarded from the edge gateway.
[0296] The AN node sends the Internet data packets (five Internet data packets) to the UE on the first DRB, and sends,
to the UE on the second DRB, the data packets (ten data packets) sent by the local network. The AN node sorts, based
on the end marker, the downlink data packets received on the target user plane path, and then sends sorted downlink
data packets to the UE by using the second DRB.
[0297] Further, when receiving the end marker, the AN node may determine whether the Internet data packets sent
by the AN node to the UE are successfully sent. If the Internet data packets are successfully sent, the AN node sorts,
based on the end marker, the downlink data packets received on the target user plane path. Alternatively, if the Internet
data packets fail to be sent, the AN node may continue to send the Internet data packets to the UE. When the Internet
data packets are successfully sent, the AN node sorts, based on the end marker, the downlink data packets received
on the target user plane path.
[0298] It should be noted that in this embodiment of this application, there are many different implementations, for
example, another offloading unit such as the edge GW in the core network may be selected, and different forwarding
paths may be established, for example, AN-UP GW-edge GW, AN-UP GW-AN, AN-edge GW-UP GW, AN-edge GW-
edge GW, and AN-edge GW-AN-UP GW. For details, refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B. Details
are not described herein again.
[0299] In this embodiment of this application, the UP GW determines, by using an end data packet and/or whether a
timer expires, when the UP GW to send the end marker, to assist the AN node in sorting the one or more downlink data
packets received on the target user plane path. Compared with FIG. 13, a difference lies in that the UP GW in the core
network is selected as the offloading node. To be specific, the AN node first forwards, back to the UP GW, the downlink
data packet sent by the UP GW to the AN node, until receiving the end marker (end marker) and normal transmission
is restored. After detecting the end data packet, the UP GW sends the end marker on the source user plane path, and
stops sending the data packet on the source user plane path until receiving the end marker (end marker) forwarded
back by the AN node. The UP GW detects, from the forwarded data packet, the data packet sent by the local network,
and forwards the data packet to the edge GW. After receiving the end marker forwarded back by the AN node, the UP
GW sends the end marker to the edge GW. After receiving the end marker, the edge GW forwards the end marker back
to the AN node, and activates sorting of the one or more downlink data packets on the target user plane path.
[0300] FIG. 18A and FIG. 18B are a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an end marker sending method
according to an embodiment of this application, and the method includes the following steps.
[0301] In this embodiment of this application, an AN node may temporarily support a TFT. To be specific, the AN node
may identify, based on the TFT, a local data flow from one or more downlink data packets received on a target user

Table 3

Traffic flow template TFT Path identifier ID

First target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.1: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.1: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 4

Second target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), 
(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 5

Third target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.3: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, TCP), (192.168.1.3: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, TCP), ...}

Path 6
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plane path, and send the local data flow to UE by using a second DRB. The AN node then sorts, based on an end
marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path. Details are shown below.
[0302] 1801. A CP node selects an edge gateway based on a received user plane report/handover request/application
request.
[0303] The CP node selects the edge gateway for the local data flow after receiving the handover request sent by the
AN node, or the application request sent by an MANO, or the user plane report sent by a UP GW. The edge gateway
is located on the target user plane path. For example, a function of the user plane report is as follows: The user plane
report is sent to the CP node, to indicate that the local data flow of the UE currently exists. In this case, the CP node
knows the message that the local data flow exists. A source user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node,
the UP GW, and an access GW, and the target user plane path is a path including the UE, the AN node, the edge GW,
and an access GW. It should be noted that a first data radio bearer (Data Radio Bearer, DRB), on the source user plane
path, between the UE and the AN is different from a second data radio bearer, on the target user plane path, between
the UE and the AN node. Before a path of the UE is handed over, a first bearer DRB is between the UE and the AN
node, and a primary tunnel (Primary Tunnel) is between the AN node and the UP GW. After the path of the UE is handed
over, a second bearer DRB is between the UE and the AN node, a secondary tunnel (Secondary Tunnel) is between
the AN node and the edge GW, and an external tunnel (External Tunnel) is between the edge GW and the access GW.
[0304] 1802. The CP node sends a bearer configuration request (Bearer Setup Request) to the AN node.
[0305] The bearer configuration request includes flow handover indication information, an ID of the source user plane
path, path information of the edge gateway, and a second traffic flow template. The flow handover indication message
is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent by a local network and that is received by the AN node on the
source user plane path. The target DRB, namely, the second DRB, is a transmission path between the UE and the AN
node on the target user plane path of the UE. The second traffic flow template is used to filter the data packet sent by
the local network.
[0306] The CP node instructs the AN node to prepare a resource for the target user plane path. The bearer configuration
request carries the path information of the edge gateway and the ID of the source user plane path, and also carries a
path reselection indication for the local data flow and the second traffic flow template.
[0307] 1803. The AN node sends an RRC connection reconfiguration message to the UE.
[0308] 1804. The UE sends an RRC connection reconfiguration complete message to the AN node.
[0309] 1805. The AN node sends a bearer configuration response to the CP node.
[0310] 1806. The UE sends a path handover confirmation message to the CP node.
[0311] 1807. The CP node sends local data flow information to the MANO to obtain an IP address of the access GW.
[0312] 1808. The CP node sends trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0313] 1809. The CP node sends a session update request to the edge gateway.
[0314] 1810. The edge gateway sends a path handover notification to the access GW.
[0315] 1811. The edge gateway sends a session update response to the CP node.
[0316] In this embodiment of this application, it should be noted that steps 1803 to 1811 are similar to steps 1603 to
1611 shown in FIG. 16A and FIG. 16B. Details are not described herein again.
[0317] 1812. The access GW sends a downlink data packet for the UE to the edge gateway based on an IP address
of the UE and an IP address of the edge gateway.
[0318] 1813. The access GW sends a data packet to the UP GW based on a first traffic flow template.
[0319] 1814. The UP GW sends the end marker to the access network AN node on the source user plane path based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.
[0320] In this embodiment of this application, it should be noted that steps 1812 to 1814 are similar to steps 1411 to
1413 shown in FIG. 14B. Details are not described herein again.
[0321] 1815. The AN node identifies, based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, the
data packet sent by the local network.
[0322] The AN node identifies, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path,
the data packet sent by the local network. The data packet sent by the local network is sent by the local data network
by using the Internet. For example, because the traffic flow template includes a plurality of pieces of IP 5-tuple information,
and each data packet includes IP 5-tuple information, Table 4 shows example descriptions of the second traffic flow
template.

Table 4

Traffic flow template TFT Path identifier ID

First target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.1: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, GTP-U), (192.168.1.1: 
10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, GTP-U), ...}

Path ID 1
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[0323] If the AN node currently receives 15 data packets, based on Table 4, when IP 5-tuple information in the 15
data packets appears in the second traffic flow template shown in Table 4, the data packets are data packets sent by
the local network; and when IP 5-tuple information does not appear in the second traffic flow template shown in Table
4, the data packets are Internet data packets. It is assumed that the AN node identifies that there are ten data packets
sent by the local network and five Internet packets.
[0324] 1816. The AN node sends the identified data packet to the UE based on the flow handover indication message
by using the target DRB.
[0325] The AN node sends, based on the flow handover indication message, the identified data packet to the UE by
using the target DRB. To be specific, the AN node sends the five Internet data packets to the UE by using the first DRB,
and sends, to the UE by using the second DRB, the ten data packets sent by the local network.
[0326] It should be noted that there is no limitation on a time sequence of steps 1815 and 1816 and a time sequence
of steps 1803 to 1814.
[0327] 1817. The AN node sorts, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on the target
user plane path.
[0328] It should be understood that before receiving the end marker, the AN node buffers the one or more downlink
data packets received on the target user plane path. After receiving the end marker, the AN node sorts, based on a
sequence number in the end marker, the one or more downlink data packets received on the target user plane path,
and further sends sorted one or more downlink data packets to the UE by using the second DRB. In addition, the AN
node needs to delete the second traffic flow template.
[0329] In this embodiment of this application, the UP GW determines, by using an end data packet and/or whether a
timer expires, when the UP GW to send the end marker, to assist the target AN node in sorting one or more downlink
data packets. Further, on an air interface, an air-interface data bearer is separately used for the local data flow, and the
AN node can temporarily support the TFT to identify the local data flow. When a path resource on the AN node is created,
the flow handover indication message is sent, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node
to send, to the UE based on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path by using the target DRB,
the data packet that is sent by the local network and that is received by the AN node on the source user plane path. In
this case, the AN node may sort, based on the received end marker, one or more downlink data packets received on
the target user plane path, that is, the AN node can determine a time for activating the one or more downlink data packets
received on the target user plane path, so as to resolve a packet disorder problem caused because the AN node cannot
identify the local data flow on the path to be handed over.
[0330] The end marker sending methods in the embodiments of this application are described above. The CP node,
the UP GW, the access GW, and the AN node in the embodiments of this application are separately described below.
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a control plane CP node according to an embodiment of this
application, and the CP node includes:

a receiving module 1901, configured to receive a session update response, where the session update response
includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE or an ID of a target user plane path of
the UE, and the source user plane path includes a user plane gateway UP GW; and
a sending module 1902, configured to send trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP
GW based on the session update response, where the trigger information is used by the UP GW to send an end
marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path.

[0331] The CP node shown in FIG. 19 may be configured to perform the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to FIG.
18B, and a same or corresponding technical feature of the CP node may be cited in this embodiment.
[0332] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes at least one of a first traffic
flow template and a timer parameter.
[0333] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application,
the sending module 1902 is further configured to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node. The flow

(continued)

Traffic flow template TFT Path identifier ID

Second target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, GTP-U), 
(192.168.1.2: 10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, GTP-U), ...}

Path ID 2

Third target traffic flow template: {(192.168.1.3: 10000, 121.14.88.76: 80, GTP-U), 
(192.168.1.3: 10000, 121.14.88.77: 80, GTP-U), ...}

Path ID 3
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handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover indication message
is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker is received, whether one or more downlink data
packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE.
[0334] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application,
the sending module 1902 is further configured to send a first flow handover indication message to the AN node. The
first flow handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path, and the first flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to send a downlink data packet received by the AN node on the source user
plane path to the UP GW.
[0335] The sending module 1902 is further configured to send a second flow handover indication message to the UP
GW. The second flow handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic
flow template, and the second flow handover indication message is used to instruct the UP GW to identify, based on
the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from
one or more downlink data packets received by the UP GWs on the source user plane path, and send the identified data
packet to an edge gateway. The edge gateway is located on the target user plane path.
[0336] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application,
the sending module 1902 is further configured to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node. The flow
handover indication message includes a second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, and the
flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to identify, based on the second traffic flow template
and the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from the one or more downlink data
packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path, and send the identified data packet to the UE by using
a target DRB. The target DRB is a transmission path between the UE and the AN node on the target user plane path.
[0337] FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a user plane gateway UP GW according to an embodiment
of this application, and the UP GW includes:

a receiving module 2001, configured to receive trigger information/an identifier ID of a source user plane path of
user equipment UE that is sent by a control plane CP node, where the UP GW is located on the source user plane
path; and
a sending module 2002, configured to send an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane
path based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.

[0338] The UP GW shown in FIG. 20 may be configured to perform the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to FIG.
18B, and a same or corresponding technical feature of the UP GW may be cited in this embodiment.
[0339] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes at least one of a first traffic
flow template and a timer parameter.
[0340] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the first traffic flow template.
[0341] The sending module 2002 is specifically configured to: when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet
for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, send,
by the sending module, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the source
user plane path.
[0342] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the timer parameter.
[0343] The sending module 2002 is specifically configured to: set a timer based on the timer parameter; start the timer;
and when the timer expires, send, by the sending module, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path
based on the ID of the source user plane path.
[0344] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the trigger information includes the first traffic flow template
and the timer parameter.
[0345] The sending module 2002 is specifically configured to start a timer when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink
data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow
template, where the timer is set based on the timer parameter.
restart, by the sending module, the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not expire, where
IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template; and
when the timer expires, send, by the sending module, the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source
user plane path.
[0346] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, based on the UP GW shown in FIG. 20, FIG. 21 is a
schematic diagram of another embodiment of a UP GW according to an embodiment of this application. The UP GW
further includes an identification module 2003.
[0347] The receiving module 2001 is further configured to receive a flow handover indication message sent by the CP
node. The flow handover indication message includes the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow
template.
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[0348] The identification module 2003 is further configured to identify, based on the second traffic flow template and
the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets
sent by the AN node that are received on the source user plane path.
[0349] The sending module 2002 is further configured to send the identified data packet to an edge gateway. The
edge gateway is located on a target user plane path of the UE.
[0350] FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an access gateway access GW according to an embodiment
of this application, and the access GW includes:

a receiving module 2201, configured to receive a path handover notification, where the path handover notification
includes a traffic flow template; and
a sending module 2202, configured to send an end data packet to a UP GW based on the traffic flow template.

[0351] The access gateway shown in FIG. 22 may be configured to perform the method shown in any one of FIG. 11
to FIG. 18B, and a same or corresponding technical feature of the access gateway may be cited in this embodiment.
[0352] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application,
the receiving module 2201 is specifically configured to receive the path handover notification sent by an edge gateway
or a local management unit.
[0353] FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an access network AN node according to an embodiment
of this application, and the AN node includes:

a receiving module 2301, configured to receive a flow handover indication message sent by a control plane CP
node, where the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
equipment UE, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when an
end marker on the source user plane path is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received by the
AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE;
a determining module 2302, configured to: when the AN node receives the end marker on the source user plane
path, determine whether the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane
path are successfully sent to the UE; and
a sending module 2303, configured to: if the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the
source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE, sort, based on the end marker, one or more downlink data
packets received by the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE.

[0354] The AN node shown in FIG. 23 may be configured to perform the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to FIG.
18B, and a same or corresponding technical feature of the AN node may be cited in this embodiment.
[0355] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application,
the sending module 2303 is further configured to: if at least one data packet in the one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, send the at least one data packet to the UE.
[0356] FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access network AN node according to an em-
bodiment of this application, and the AN node includes:

a receiving module 2401, configured to receive a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP node,
where the flow handover indication message includes an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment
UE; and
a sending module 2402, configured to send, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path, where the source user plane path includes
a user plane gateway UP GW.

[0357] The AN node shown in FIG. 24 may be configured to perform the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to FIG.
18B, and a same or corresponding technical feature of the AN node may be cited in this embodiment.
[0358] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the flow handover message information is used to instruct
the AN node to send the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to
the UP GW.
[0359] The sending module 2402 is specifically configured to send, based on the flow handover indication message,
the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.
[0360] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, the flow handover indication message further includes a
traffic flow template. The flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based
on the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent
by a local network and that is received by the AN node on the source user plane path. The target DRB is a transmission
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path between the UE and the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE.
[0361] The sending module 2402 is specifically configured to: identify, based on the traffic flow template, the data
packet sent by the local network; and send the identified data packet to the UE based on the flow handover indication
message and the ID of the source user plane path by using the target DRB.
[0362] FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of a control plane CP node according to an embodiment
of this application.
[0363] A relatively large difference may be caused between CP nodes due to a difference in configuration or perform-
ance. The CP node may include one or more central processing units (central processing unit, CPU) 2522 (for example,
one or more processors) and a memory 2532, and one or more storage application programs 2542 or a storage medium
2530 (for example, one or more mass storage devices) of data 2544. The memory 2532 and the storage medium 2530
may be transitory storage or persistent storage. A program stored in the storage medium 2530 may include one or more
modules (not shown in the figure), and each module may include a series of instructions and operations to be performed
on the CP node. Further, the central processing unit 2522 may be configured to communicate with the storage medium
2530, and perform, on the CP node, the series of instructions and operations in the storage medium 2530.
[0364] The CP node may further include one or more power supplies 2526, one or more wired or wireless network
interfaces 2550, one or more input/output interfaces 2558, and/or one or more operating systems 2541, for example,
Windows ServerTM, Mac OS XTM, UnixTM, LinuxTM, and FreeBSDTM.
[0365] Steps performed by the CP node in the foregoing embodiment may be based on the structure of the CP node
shown in FIG. 25.
[0366] FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of a user plane gateway UP GW according to an
embodiment of this application.
[0367] A relatively large difference may be caused between UP GWs due to a difference in configuration or performance.
The UP GW may include one or more central processing units (central processing units, CPU) 2622 (for example, one
or more processors) and a memory 2632, and one or more storage application programs 2642 or a storage medium
2630 (for example, one or more mass storage devices) of data 2644. The memory 2632 and the storage medium 2630
may be transitory storage or persistent storage. A program stored in the storage medium 2630 may include one or more
modules (not shown in the figure), and each module may include a series of instructions and operations to be performed
on the UP GW. Further, the central processing unit 2622 may be configured to communicate with the storage medium
2630, and perform, on the UP GW, the series of instructions and operations in the storage medium 2630.
[0368] The UP GW may further include one or more power supplies 2626, one or more wired or wireless network
interfaces 2650, one or more input/output interfaces 2658, and/or one or more operating systems 2641, for example,
Windows ServerTM, Mac OS XTM, UnixTM, LinuxTM, and FreeBSDTM.
[0369] Steps performed by the UP GW in the foregoing embodiment may be based on the structure of the UP GW
shown in FIG. 26.
[0370] FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access gateway access GW according to an
embodiment of this application.
[0371] A relatively large difference may be caused between access GWs due to a difference in configuration or
performance. The access GW may include one or more central processing units (central processing units, CPU) 2722
(for example, one or more processors) and a memory 2732, and one or more storage application programs 2742 or a
storage medium 2730 (for example, one or more mass storage devices) of data 2744. The memory 2732 and the storage
medium 2730 may be transitory storage or persistent storage. A program stored in the storage medium 2730 may include
one or more modules (not shown in the figure), and each module may include a series of instructions and operations to
be performed on the access GW. Further, the central processing unit 2722 may be configured to communicate with the
storage medium 2730, and perform, on the access GW, the series of instructions and operations in the storage medium
2730.
[0372] The access GW may further include one or more power supplies 2727, one or more wired or wireless network
interfaces 2750, one or more input/output interfaces 2758, and/or one or more operating systems 2741, for example,
Windows ServerTM, Mac OS XTM, UnixTM, LinuxTM, and FreeBSDTM.
[0373] Steps performed by the access GW in the foregoing embodiment may be based on the structure of the access
GW shown in FIG. 27.
[0374] FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of an access network AN node according to an em-
bodiment of this application.
[0375] A relatively large difference may be caused between AN nodes due to a difference in configuration or perform-
ance. The AN node may include one or more central processing units (central processing units, CPU) 2822 (for example,
one or more processors) and a memory 2832, and one or more storage application programs 2842 or a storage medium
2830 (for example, one or more mass storage devices) of data 2844. The memory 2832 and the storage medium 2830
may be transitory storage or persistent storage. A program stored in the storage medium 2830 may include one or more
modules (not shown in the figure), and each module may include a series of instruction and operations for the AN node.
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Further, the central processing unit 2822 may be configured to communicate with the storage medium 2830, and perform,
on the AN node, the series of instructions and operations in the storage medium 2830.
[0376] The AN node may further include one or more power supplies 2828, one or more wired or wireless network
interfaces 2850, one or more input/output interfaces 2858, and/or one or more operating systems 2841, for example,
Windows ServerTM, Mac OS XTM, UnixTM, LinuxTM, and FreeBSDTM.
[0377] Steps performed by the AN node in the foregoing embodiment may be based on the structure of the AN node
shown in FIG. 28.
[0378] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, a computer program product including an instruction is
provided. When the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to
FIG. 18B performed by the CP node. A same or corresponding technical feature of the CP node may be cited in this
embodiment.
[0379] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, a computer program product including an instruction is
provided. When the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to
FIG. 18B performed by the UP GW. A same or corresponding technical feature of the UP GW may be cited in this
embodiment.
[0380] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, a computer program product including an instruction is
provided. When the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to
FIG. 18B performed by the access gateway. A same or corresponding technical feature of the access gateway may be
cited in this embodiment.
[0381] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, a computer program product including an instruction is
provided. When the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to
FIG. 18B performed by the AN node. A same or corresponding technical feature of the AN node may be cited in this
embodiment.
[0382] Optionally, in some embodiments of this application, a computer program product including an instruction is
provided. When the instruction runs on a computer, the computer performs the method shown in any one of FIG. 11 to
FIG. 18B performed by the AN node. A same or corresponding technical feature of the AN node may be cited in this
embodiment.
[0383] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be implemented
completely or partially in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more
computer instructions. When the computer program instructions are loaded and executed on a computer, the procedures
or functions according to the embodiments of the present invention are all or partially generated. The computer may be
a general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or other programmable apparatuses. The
computer instructions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium or may be transmitted from one computer-
readable storage medium to another computer-readable storage medium. For example, the computer instructions may
be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data center to another website, computer, server, or data center in
a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital subscriber line (DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared,
radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-readable storage medium may be any usable medium accessible by a
computer, or a data storage device, such as a server or a data center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable
medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium
(for example, a DVD), a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid state disk (Solid State Disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0384] In the specification, claims, and accompanying drawings of this application, the terms "first", "second", "third",
"fourth", and the like (if existent) are intended to distinguish between similar objects but do not necessarily indicate a
specific order or sequence. It should be understood that the data termed in such a way is interchangeable in proper
circumstances so that the embodiments of the present invention described herein can be implemented in other orders
than the order illustrated or described herein. Moreover, the terms "include", "comprise" and any other variants mean
to cover the non-exclusive inclusion, for example, a process, method, system, product, or device that includes a list of
steps or units is not necessarily limited to those expressly listed units, but may include other units not expressly listed
or inherent to such a process, method, system, product, or device.

Claims

1. An end marker sending method, comprising:

receiving, by a control plane CP node, a session update response, wherein the session update response
comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE or an ID of a target user plane
path of the UE, and the source user plane path comprises a user plane gateway UP GW; and
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sending, by the CP node, trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP GW based on
the session update response, wherein the trigger information is used for the UP GW sending an end marker to
an access network AN node on the source user plane path.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the trigger information comprises at least one of a first traffic flow template
or a timer parameter.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the method further comprises:
sending, by the CP node, a flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein the flow handover indication
message comprises the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover indication message is used to
instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker is received, whether one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE.

4. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the CP node, a first flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein the first flow handover
indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path, and the first flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to send a downlink data packet received by the AN node on the source
user plane path to the UP GW; and
sending, by the CP node, a second flow handover indication message to the UP GW, wherein the second flow
handover indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow template,
and the second flow handover indication message is used to instruct the UP GW to identify, based on the second
traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from the
one or more downlink data packets received by the UP GW on the source user plane path, and send the identified
data packet to an edge gateway, wherein the edge gateway is located on the target user plane path.

5. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the method further comprises:
sending, by the CP node, a flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein the flow handover indication
message comprises a second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover
indication message is used to instruct the AN node to identify, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID
of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets received
by the AN node on the source user plane path, and send the identified data packet to the UE by using a target DRB,
wherein the target DRB is a transmission path between the UE and the AN node on the target user plane path.

6. An end marker sending method, comprising:

receiving, by a user plane gateway UP GW, trigger information and an identifier ID of a source user plane path
of user equipment UE that are sent by a control plane CP node, wherein the UP GW is located on the source
user plane path; and
sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path based
on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the trigger information comprises at least one of a first traffic flow template
and a timer parameter.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the trigger information comprises the first traffic flow template; and
the sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path comprises:
when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any
IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, sending, by the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node on
the source user plane path based on the ID of the source user plane path.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the trigger information comprises the timer parameter, and the sending,
by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger information and
the ID of the source user plane path comprises:

setting, by the UP GW, a timer based on the timer parameter;
starting, by the UP GW, the timer; and
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when the timer expires, sending, by the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path
based on the ID of the source user plane path.

10. The method according to claim 7, wherein the trigger information comprises the first traffic flow template and the
timer parameter; and
the sending, by the UP GW, an end marker to an AN node on the source user plane path based on the trigger
information and the ID of the source user plane path comprises:

starting, by the UP GW, a timer when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received
by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, wherein the timer is
set based on the timer parameter;
restarting, by the UP GW, the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not expire,
wherein IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic
flow template; and
when the timer expires, sending, by the UP GW, the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source
user plane path.

11. The method according to any one of claims 6 to 10, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, by the UP GW, a flow handover indication message sent by the CP node, wherein the flow handover
indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic flow template;
identifying, by the UP GW based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path,
a data packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN node that are
received on the source user plane path; and
sending, by the UP GW, the identified data packet to an edge gateway, wherein the edge gateway is located
on a target user plane path of the UE.

12. An end marker sending method, comprising:

receiving, by an access gateway access GW, a path handover notification, wherein the path handover notification
comprises a traffic flow template; and
sending, by the access GW, an end data packet to a UP GW based on the traffic flow template.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the receiving, by an access GW, a path handover notification comprises:
receiving, by the access GW, the path handover notification sent by an edge gateway or a local management unit.

14. An end marker sending method, comprising:

receiving, by an access network AN node, a flow handover indication message sent by a control plane CP node,
wherein the flow handover indication message comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
equipment UE, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when
an end marker on the source user plane path is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received
by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE;
when the AN node receives the end marker on the source user plane path, determining, by the AN node, whether
the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully
sent to the UE; and
if the one or more downlink data packets for the UE that are received by the AN node on the source user plane
path are successfully sent to the UE, sorting, by the AN node based on the end marker, one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the method further comprises:
if at least one data packet in the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user
plane path fails to be sent to the UE, sending, by the AN node, the at least one data packet to the UE.

16. An end marker sending method, comprising:

receiving, by an access network AN node, a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP node,
wherein the flow handover indication message comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
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equipment UE; and
sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path, wherein the source user plane path comprises a user
plane gateway UP GW.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node
to send the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP
GW; and
the sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path comprises:
sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, the one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.

18. The method according to claim 16, wherein the flow handover indication message further comprises a traffic flow
template, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based on
the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent
by a local network and that is received by the AN node on the source user plane path, wherein the target DRB is a
transmission path between the UE and the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE; and
the sending, by the AN node based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path comprises:

identifying, by the AN node based on the traffic flow template, the data packet sent by the local network; and
sending, by the AN node, the identified data packet to the UE based on the flow handover indication message
and the ID of the source user plane path by using the target DRB.

19. A control plane CP node, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive a session update response, wherein the session update response
comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user equipment UE or an ID of a target user plane
path of the UE, and the source user plane path comprises a user plane gateway UP GW; and
a sending module, configured to send trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path to the UP
GW based on the session update response, wherein the trigger information is used by the UP GW to send an
end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane path.

20. The CP node according to claim 19, wherein the trigger information comprises at least one of a first traffic flow
template and a timer parameter.

21. The CP node according to claim 19 or 20, wherein
the sending module is further configured to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein the
flow handover indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path, and the flow handover indication
message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when the end marker is received, whether one or more
downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE.

22. The CP node according to claim 19 or 20, wherein
the sending module is further configured to send a first flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein
the first flow handover indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path, and the first flow handover
indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send one or more downlink data packets received by the AN
node on the source user plane path to the UP GW; and
the sending module is further configured to send a second flow handover indication message to the UP GW, wherein
the second flow handover indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic
flow template, and the second flow handover indication message is used to instruct the UP GW to identify, based
on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network
from the one or more downlink data packets received by the UP GW on the source user plane path, and send the
identified data packet to an edge gateway, wherein the edge gateway is located on the target user plane path.

23. The CP node according to claim 19 or 20, wherein
the sending module is further configured to send a flow handover indication message to the AN node, wherein the
flow handover indication message comprises a second traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane
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path, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to identify, based on the second
traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from one or
more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path, and send the identified data
packet to the UE by using a target DRB, wherein the target DRB is a transmission path between the UE and the
AN node on the target user plane path.

24. A user plane gateway UP GW, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive trigger information and an identifier ID of a source user plane path of
user equipment UE that are sent by a control plane CP node, wherein the UP GW is located on the source user
plane path; and
a sending module, configured to send an end marker to an access network AN node on the source user plane
path based on the trigger information and the ID of the source user plane path.

25. The UP GW according to claim 24, wherein the trigger information comprises at least one of a first traffic flow template
and a timer parameter.

26. The UP GW according to claim 25, wherein the trigger information comprises the first traffic flow template; and
the sending module is specifically configured to: when IP 5-tuple information of a downlink data packet for the UE
that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic flow template, send the
end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based on the ID of the source user plane path.

27. The UP GW according to claim 25, wherein the trigger information comprises the timer parameter; and
the sending module is specifically configured to: set a timer based on the timer parameter; start the timer; and when
the timer expires, send, by the sending module, the end marker to the AN node on the source user plane path based
on the ID of the source user plane path.

28. The UP GW according to claim 25, wherein the trigger information comprises the first traffic flow template and the
timer parameter; and
the sending module is specifically configured to start, by the sending module, a timer when IP 5-tuple information
of a downlink data packet for the UE that is received by the UP GW is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the
first traffic flow template, wherein the timer is set based on the timer parameter;
restart, by the sending module, the timer if the UP GW receives an end data packet and the timer does not expire,
wherein IP 5-tuple information of the end data packet is the same as any IP 5-tuple information in the first traffic
flow template; and
when the timer expires, send, by the sending module, the end marker to the AN node based on the ID of the source
user plane path.

29. The UP GW according to any one of claims 24 to 28, wherein the UP GW further comprises an identification module;
the receiving module is further configured to receive a flow handover indication message sent by the CP node,
wherein the flow handover indication message comprises the ID of the source user plane path and a second traffic
flow template;
the identification module is configured to identify, based on the second traffic flow template and the ID of the source
user plane path, a data packet sent by a local network from one or more downlink data packets sent by the AN node
that are received on the source user plane path; and
the sending module is further configured to send the identified data packet to an edge gateway, wherein the edge
gateway is located on a target user plane path of the UE.

30. An access gateway access GW, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive a path handover notification, wherein the path handover notification
comprises a traffic flow template; and
a sending module, configured to send an end data packet to a UP GW based on the traffic flow template.

31. The access GW according to claim 30, wherein
the receiving module is specifically configured to receive the path handover notification sent by an edge gateway
or a local management unit.
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32. An access network AN node, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive a flow handover indication message sent by a control plane CP node,
wherein the flow handover indication message comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
equipment UE, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to determine, when
an end marker on the source user plane path is received, whether one or more downlink data packets received
by the AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE;
a determining module, configured to: when the AN node receives the end marker on the source user plane
path, determine, whether the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user
plane path are successfully sent to the UE; and
a sending module, configured to: if the one or more downlink data packets for the UE that are received by the
AN node on the source user plane path are successfully sent to the UE, sort, based on the end marker, one or
more downlink data packets received by the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE.

33. The AN node according to claim 32, wherein
the sending module is further configured to: if at least one data packet in the one or more downlink data packets
received by the AN node on the source user plane path fails to be sent to the UE, send the at least one data packet
to the UE.

34. An access network AN node, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive a flow handover indication message from a control plane CP node,
wherein the flow handover indication message comprises an identifier ID of a source user plane path of user
equipment UE; and
a sending module, configured to send, based on the flow handover indication message, one or more downlink
data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path, wherein the source user plane path
comprises a user plane gateway UP GW.

35. The AN node according to claim 34, wherein the flow handover message information is used to instruct the AN node
to send the one or more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP
GW; and
the sending module is specifically configured to send, based on the flow handover indication message, the one or
more downlink data packets received by the AN node on the source user plane path to the UP GW.

36. The AN node according to claim 34, wherein the flow handover indication message further comprises a traffic flow
template, and the flow handover indication message is used to instruct the AN node to send, to the UE based on
the traffic flow template and the ID of the source user plane path by using a target DRB, a data packet that is sent
by a local network and that is received by the AN node on the source user plane path, wherein the target DRB is a
transmission path between the UE and the AN node on a target user plane path of the UE; and
the sending module is specifically configured to: identify, based on the traffic flow template, the data packet sent by
the local network; and send the identified data packet to the UE based on the flow handover indication message
and the ID of the source user plane path by using the target DRB.
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